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ORDINARY MEETING.* 

D. HowARD, EsQ., D.L:, F.C.S., &c., tN THE CHAIR. 

The Minutes of tp.e last Meeting were read and confirmed. 

The following Paper was then read by the Author :-

ISLAM: ITS ORIGIN, ITS STRENGTH, AND ITS 
WEAKNESS. By .the Rev. W. ST. CLAIR T1SDALL, M.A. 

Movvo, Brnq,i'A.frr, O<TOUJ"£ lxBpov TO al:JiKefw-(Dernocritus). 

. . . To l:Jv<r<rt/3•r yap lpyov · 
fl,fT(L ,,,.,, -,r"A.do!'a TLKTfL, <TfPETepq. {j' dKoTa ylvvq.~(.IEschylus). 

ISLAM is to-da;r the reli.gion of about 150,000,000 of our 
fellow-creatures. Its sway extends from the Pillars of 

Hercules to tp.e Caspian Se11, from the Pamir Steppes to 
Zanzibar, from the Balkans to Sumatra. It is the fai'th of 
Arabia, Palestine, Syria, Turkey in Europe and Asia 
Minor; of Mesopotamia, Persia, Afghanistan, Balftchistan; of 
the vast regions of 'l'urkistan and other parts of Central 
Asia. In India alone its professors number 57,000,000. It 
is the r~ligion of. the Malay Peninsula, and is said to be still 
extending in the Islands. In Yun-nan and other parts of 
China its devotees may be numbered by tens of thousands. 

* Dec. 7, 1891. 
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It is the religion of Egypt and of the whole of the Sudan, 
and its professors may be found not only in Zanzibar, but at 
Lake Victoria Nyanza. We find it again in the Niger Basin, 
in the_ regions of Haiisa and Sokoto, and it is not unknown 
at Sierra Leone. 'l'he 'l'awiriks and other fierce tribes of 
the Sahara :profess a belief in Mul;iammad, and the Arabian 
" Prophet" JS acknowledged by sovereigns and people alike 
throughout Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers, and Morocco. To what 
extent this faith is still being spread in Africa it is difficult 
to say precisely, but it is already the dominaut religion of 
fully one half of the entire continent. Nor must we imagine 
that the Muslims in general care but little for their faith. On 
the eontrary, commended to its professors not less by its 
many half-truths, and its appar.ent• simplicity, than by its 
warliket spirit and lax moral code, lslim has long exercised, 
and even now exercises, over the hearts and lives of 
many millions of Mu);iammadans a very powerful influence 
iudeed. 
· Nor has this influence been entirely confined to those who 
have professed the religion of Islam. The number of works 
bearing upon the - subject which have appeared on the 
Continent and in England during the present century, show 
that much interest exists with reference to this religious 
!ilystem. To Geiger, Sprenger, Dozy, Weil. and many others 
on the Continent; to Lane, Carlyle, Rodwell, Draper, 
E. Deutsch, Sir W. Muir, Bosworth Smith, and Dr. Koolle, in 
our own language, we owe volumes of great interest, aud in 
many cases of much value. An attentive student of these 
writers, however, is etruck by the fact that the opinions 
expressed by them regarding Mu);iammad himself and the 

* Some modern writers represent Mul).ammadanism as a faith which 
has neither mysteries nor miracles; nothing which the human mind 
cannot readily grasp. Nothing can be further from the truth. The 
miracles related in later Muslim writings as wrought by Muliammad are 
very numerous and very absurd. ·Those attributed in the Qur'll.n to the 
prophets mentioned iu it are of the same nature. No religion which, 
like Islll.m, recog_nises a Creator and a Creation, sin aud righteousness, 
Heaven and Hell, can possibly be free from the element of mystery. In 
reality, Islll.m is simple only with reference to its eviderwea, which consist 
in Muliammad's own assert-ion of his prophetic claims. 

t It is needless to dwell on t,he method of the propagation of Islll.m, 
acknowledged by Arabic historians such as Al Wll.qrdi, etc. Vide also the 
injunctions regarding the Jihll.d or Holy War in the Qur'll.n (e.g., Sftrahs 
IV, VIII, XLVII, etc.), and in the .Mishlcdtu'l Ma-,dbt[t (Kitdbu'l Jih:id), 
etc. 
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faith which he founded, are very far indeed from being in 
accord with one another. Some authors are inolined to 
attribute Mul;i.ammad's system, taken,as a whole, to something 
very similar to Satanic inspiration,* while ·others would 
Yenture to claim for him the honour of being " a very 
Prophet of GOD."t It is but fair to say 1 however, that those 
who take the latter view are, g(;nerally speaking, persons who 
have little or no personal knowledge of Mul;i.ammadan 
countries, and who, being ignorant of Arabic and other 
languages of the :Muslim world, deriv~ all their information 
at second hand from other authorities, or are indf;}bted for it to 
a considerable extent to their own imagination. Those 
whose personal acquaintance with the subject alone entitles 
their opinions to m-qch weight, are almoijt, without exception, 
opposed to the favoumble views so very prevalent at the 
present time among many people in this country. The so
called liberalism of the day is too often based upon hasty 
and ill-weighed conclusions, and a determination to oppose 
Christianityt at any cost. Not a few of our fellow oountrymen, 
who are loud in theif praises of Buddhism and Mul;i.ammad
anism, would be unable to speak as they do if they had 
really studied the religions which they so much admire.§ I 
purpose in the present paper, so far as my limits will permit, 
to inquire into the origin of Islam in the first place, and the:Q 
to endeavour to estimate the degree of credit due to its 
claim to be the last and most perfect Revelation of GOD. 

I. What then is Mul;i.ammadanism, or, as it is more properly 
called, Islam ?II Some have called it a reformed Cbri13tiapity, 

* Among others, Sir W. Muir, "Life of Mahomet." 
t Bosworth Smith, "Mohammed and Moh/tmmedanism," 2nd Edition, 

p. 344. CJ, also Carlyle, "Heroes and Hero-Worship," lecture on 
Mohammed. 

t Vide Prof. Grau: "UrsprUnge und Ziele unserer Kulturentwickel
un~," concluding chapter, pp. 245, sqq. 

§ Nothing strikes one acquainted with the East and with Eastern 
thought on revisiting England, so much as the astounding degree of 
ignorance still prevalent on these subjects in this country; especially among 
those (speaking generally) who endeavour to extol such religions as 
Buddhism and IslAm at the expense of Christianity. 

II This is the name given to the religion in the Qur'An: e.g., Sftrah 
III, 17 :-
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a,nd even ventured to speak of the movement in Arabia 
which gave rise to the religion as "the Southern Reform
ation,"* and to regard it as parallel to "the Northern 
Reformation" under Luther and the Swiss and English 
Reformers of the sixteenth ce~tury ! Such a view needs for 
its refutation only the ve:r,y slightest acquaintance with the 
tenets of Mu];iammad. Another opinion rather widely held 
is that Islitm is a Christiant heresy, and that it m1:1,y be com
pared with the Arianism of early times. A very cursory 
stµdy of the subject will show how far this idea also is from 
the trqth. In reality we can hardly describe Mul;iammitd,.. 
anisrp more corrl:)ctly iµ few words than by saying that it is 
a 001Tupt form of late Judaism,t witp. which ideas and 
practices derived from Arabian and Persian heathenism, anµ 
in on!;) or two instances from heretical books, have been 
mingled. This will be apparent if we investigate the origi:µ 
of the i1eligion,..,..-not a very dil.ficult task, since, as has been 
remarked by a recent writer on the subject, Islam is almost§ 
the only great religion whose origin and growth we can 
historically trace. . 

1. At the outset we must admit that the religion of Islaw 
owes very much to the personality of Mu];iammad!I himself, 
without whom, had it arisen, it would undoubtedly have been 
very different from what it is. In fact, it is not too much 
to Ray that, in the religion of the Muslim, Mu];iammad 
practically holds very nearly 1he same place as our Lord 
,Jesus Christ does in that of the Christian. Divine honours 
are n~t, it is true, accorded to him, hut he is e:µtitled th~ 
Seal,J of the Propµets, the last, greatest, and most perfect of 

* Eg., Dr. Draper, in his most 1mfair though cleverly written book, 
" The Conflict between Religion and Science/' 

t Carlyle for instance, "Heroes and Hero-Worship," says: "Islll.m is 
definable as a confused form of Christi;tnity." 

:j: Vide Rabbi Geiger: "Was hat Mohammed ans dem ,Tudenthume 
aufgenommen 1" I cordially agree with Hauri's remarks on the subject 
(Der Islam, pp. 43, 44) : "Abgesehen von einer Reihe christlicher und 
persischer Vorstellungen, finden wir im Koran wesentlich judisc/te 
Gedanken." 

§ Of course Christianity, too, is an exception to the rule here implied. 
, II Bosworth Smith, "Mohammed and Mohammedanism," p. 12. 

,r Of Mul;iammad's very numerous titles perhaps the most usul!l are :-
' I ~ ...0 p p,,,. ""...0 "' ,,,,. 

Al.I I JY".J, "the Apostle (or Messenger) of GoD :" .tl.l I ~, "GoD's 
,,,,. .. ,,,,. 
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the Messengers of Gon, summing up in his own person, in a 
far superior degree, all the peculiar virtues of every one of 
the Prophets who preceded him." I:i;i. everything except the 
exercise of the peculiar* privileges accorded to him in virtue 
of his prophetic office-about which the less said the better
M u};iammad is the Divinely appointed model for the imitation of 
all men. Prayers must be offered just in the very postures he 
adopted on such occasions. His habits in respect to personal 
cleanliness, atid the most private matters of domestic lifo, 
have been c-arefully observed and 1Vrittent down for the 
reverential obse1"vance of all true Muslims. In India; at leastj 
it is the custom of the most devout. to carry this system so 
far that they even dye their beards the same colour as their 
"Prophet's.'' It has been truly said that Christianity is not a 
religious system, hut a life; that it is Christ. With almost 
equal truth it may be affirmed that Islam is Mu};iammad; 
Certainly his spirit is infused into the religion which he 
founded, and still animates to an almost incredible extent 
the hearts of its professors iu every Mul;iammadan land. 

With reference to the va1·ious doctrines in the Religion of 
Islam as taught by Mu};iamn1ad, we may fairly conclude a 
priori that he did not invent them for himself, but borrowed 
his materials to a great extent from pre-existing:j: systems 
ofreligion, though he .built these various materials into a more 
or less harmonious whole according to his own plan and the 
exigencies of his position. A candid examination of Islam; 
as it is taught in the Qur'an and in the authoritative Tradi-

_,,,, (.,l;C..-0 p ,,,. ,,,, ,,,, (., p s 

Prophet ;" ., ~ ~ \ ,.31..:;... , "the Seal of the Prophets ;" and ~ I , 
.,. I., 

the Chosen." 
* Vide Qur'il.n, Stlrah XXXIII, 49-51. (Fliigel's edition of the 

Arabic text.) " 
t In all the great collections· of Traditions, a vast number are of this 

description; cf Mishklltu'l Ma~il.bil}, passi1n. Every rule of conduct, of 
ritual, of daily life, is deduced from those observed by Mul;ia.mma.d. As 
examples of his claims may be quoted the words ascribed to him by 
Tradition :-

-: A ·~J-IIJI .~.:11 ··l..:;..'J\ .•. ~"~q~t:;\j\ -~., ~ " -~ r 1.:-• -:.r 
p w -.-o 

r1_1 L.~I ("Y.. ("Ji ..\l_., 4.., 'JL .tlll ~ d.f·J I_, ~j~I r-J\ 'JI 
Mishkllt, pp. 505, sqq. (Bombay edition.) 

;i: Vide Renan, "Etudes d'Histoire Religieuse ;" Sayyid .A.l;imad, "On 
the Religion of the Pre-Islil.mic .Arabs;" Sayyid Ameer Ali, "The Spirit 
of Islil.m." 
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tions of the " Prophet," and a comparison of it with those 
other religious systems with which Mu};lammad was brought 
tnore especially in contact, will enable us to learn the measure 
of originality which may be ascribed to it. Mul;iammad 
himself claimed for it none ; for, though asserting that the 
Qur'an contained Gon's last and most perfect revelation to 
man, and was revealed to himself word by word by the Angel 
Gabriel, he yet affirmed that the religion which he promul
gated was that of Abraham, and in fact of all the prophets,• 
declaring of the Father of the Faithful, the "Friendt of Gon," 
that he himself also was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but an 
orthodox Muslim.i 
• 2. WhenMul;i.ammad appear~d, although he found religion 
ma very corrupt state among his fellow-countrymen, yet they 
had by no means entirely lost all belief in the One True Gou. 
lt has been well pointed out§ that the ancient and primeval 
religion of the Semites was monotheistic. Many , Semitic 
tribes, it is true, ~s for instance the Assyrians, the Phoonicians, 
and even the Hebrews themselves at more than one period of 
their history, fell into polytheism and idolatry. Yet this 
process was a very gradual one, and in many cases the names 
of the deities worshipped are sufficient to prove that they 
had their origin in Monotheistic conceptions.II The Northern 
Arabs, especially, seem to have preserved their pristine faith 
without very much corruption up to a comparatively late 
period We find among them no such deities as the Baal, 
Ashtoreth, Moloch, Ammon, worshipped in Canaan. Hero
dotus1 informs us that the Arabs of his own day worshipped 
two principal deities, Orotal and Alilat. The former of these 
names iR doubtless a corruption of** Allah Ta'ala' (Gon 

* E..g., Stlrah X, 20 (vide Mul;iammadan commentators on the verse) 
Stlrah II, 118-13'); Stlrah III, 89; Stlrah IV, 124, etc. 

t So called by Muslims also. CJ. Stlrah IV, 124 ; MishMt, p. 505, etc. 
t Stlrah III, 58--60 ; and Stlrah VI, 162. 
§ Eg., by Ernest Renan, " Histoire Generale et systeme compare des 

Langues Semitiques," voL i. 
II Renan, op._cit. ... , , , ~ , , , , 

, ~ Herri., Lib. III,,cap., vm :-fi,101/VCT?" a., (hov eowo~ 1Cat,'T1JII, O~pav~7J" 
1JYEVVTal •wa, • • • 0110µ.a{;ovcr, a. TOIi /J,EII A1011vcro11 OpoTaA, T1JII a. Ovpav,1111 
'M!AaT. 

!. 
** This (~W .illl) is one of the commonest titles of Gon among the 

Arabs, the l'i'I~~ I,~ of Gen. xiv, 18, 19, 22. 
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Most High), while the latter is the goddess Allat* mentioned 
in the Qur'an as worshipped by the heathen Arabs. The name 
Allah Ta'ala', in which the word Allah is the exact equivalent 
of o 0e6~ in Greek, is significant of the fact that the One Trua 
Gont was still acknowledged by the Arabs in Herodotus' time. 
The same fact is clear from the name Beitu'Uah, or "House of 
Gon," given from very early times to the Ka'abah at :Mecca,f 
a shrine to which Diodorus§ informs us that all the Arab tribes 
in his time paid great respect. And in the celebrated collec
iion of Arabic poems termed Mu'allaqat, which have come 
down to us from pre-Islamic times, we find the name of Gon 
with the article (Allah) repeatedly occurring.~ Again such 

p ,,,. .. ~ 

* Slirah LIII, 19, i.:.,)ll \ , probably "the Goddess." 

· t In speaking of the pre-Is!Amic Arabs, Weil says :-"Horten aber 
dabei nicht auf, an ein hochstens W esen zu glaube, welches vor Mohammed 
achon Allah taala genannt ward." (" Mohammed der Prophet," p. 18.) 
Sir W. M.uir, "Life of Mabomet," p. xvii, note, agrees with this. 

:t Vide Sayyid Al}.mad, "Essay on the History of Meeca," p. 6 ;: 
S1lrah II, 119. 

8 ~ ' ' "~ ' ' ' ' 'A _,_., __ , 1 -~ I£po11 aytc,,,-a.-011 tuptrTai nµ,roµ,£11011 v1ro 1ravrro11 P'-'t-""" 'lrEpirrir,tpo11~ 
(D1odorus Siculus, Lib. III.) 

II Eg., An Nllbighah (Diwlln, poem I, verses 23, 24) :-

' <.,J'/(.,/ .,.,,.. ...c .,,, c..., " .... s . .,,, 

~~ .u.1, ~r ¥ 

Again, Poem III, verses 9, 10 :-
., .,,, (.,/ .,.,,. .,...,,. .P (.,/ '\tip .,,,,,, 

y~~- '-fj_,..) ~ J$' ..s_; 
" ., /(.,/ ..,,(., p<,.,,, <.,,... (., ,,,. .... ,,,. ,,,. 

yJ~~r~'_;l 
s .,,..,,,, .PJ'.P<..-t,:, ,S<..,.,,. ,1-G:i~ 

~\j J}-J I, l,....,..:. '-•J.i\, 

Labtd also says :--
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hames as that of 'Abdu'llah, Mu];iammad's father,* bear 
testimony to Arabic monotheism. Ibn Is];iaq, the earliest 
biographer of Mu];iammad, whose work has comet down to us, 
in speaking of the religion of the ancient Arabs, tellst us that 
the tribes of Kinan.ah and Qureish, when performing the 
ceremony termed lhlal, used to address the Deity in words 
which asserted their belief in His Oneness.§ Various local 
cults prevailed in different parts of the Peninsula, yet mono
theism was, in most if not in all parts of Arabia, at least 
theoretically recognised. Ash Shahristani's testimony!! on 
this point is conclusive. The Arabs of pre-Islamic times, he 
tells us, may with reference to religion . be divided into 
various classes. Some believed in a Creator and a creation 

* Vide Ibn HisMm, Slratu'r Rasitl, Abft'l Fid!l., " Life of M u].l.am
mad,'' etc., on Mu].l.ammad's parentage. 'Abdu'll!l.h cl.i'ed some months 
before Mul}.ammad's birth. . . 

t Mu].l.ammad's earliest biogr~pher, Zuhrt, died A.H. 124. His work- is 
no longer extant. Ibn Isl}.!l.q (died A.ii:. 151), was his disciple, and he also 
wrote a work on the same subject, large fragments of which a,re preserved 
in Ibn HisMm's Sii-atu'r Rasul (died A.H. 213). I quote the Egyptian 
edition of the latter. 

:J: Ibn HisMm, Siratu'r Ras1J,l, Part I, pp. 27, 28 (Egyptian edition):-
'- - - - ,l. 

~ ~ ~I ~ l}\J \pi 131 J,.?,)J 11..AS' ~~ 
p -

~ l,, <L<.L..:; 0-JJ> ~ • ~, '-!,}j i.::J.., • -~ :, T ,',/"' .',/"' 
-AO .i' -

§ ibid.-W.~l, ,tj ,_b. ,1 
-· . 'J r.-' 

I] Ash Shahrist!l.ui (in his work entitled ~ ~ JLJ I, quoted by 
AM.'l Fid!l., "Hist. Ante-Islani.ica," Fleischer's edltlon, pp. 178-181; 
vide also Krehl, " Uber die Religion der vorislamischen Araber," pp. 4, 
sqq.), says:-

1}\JJ i..~', Jl~I ',fal ~ wu..,I ~~' Y..r1', 
~ l,, l}\:;J J:,~I ~~ _r.>-1 ~ ~\~..\II, 1..-~\ ~y' 
',fa\J Jlli.J\, \;.fa\ ~J • • • • ~J ~ytJ ~-\II w~ ~\ 
~ ~\.:wl ~LS'J t\.:w~I \_,~ ~J •.•. ~I 

~~J ... 4.~f.' tr-' J~I LcJ~ J'1bJ ~ ~J ~\D J?.4Jil~ 
J,-~., r-- u".) ~ t w' ..,..,.~ .rJ., ~ 1 ~ J:i. ~ J C ~ 
i~ .ww- ~J J,.?Jw uJ..Jb U-11.bl\! ~ ~)).)~ ~'~ 
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produced by Him out of nothing, but yet denied the Resur
rection and the return to Gon. Others believed in a Creator, 
a creation, and some kind of a return to Gon for judgment, 
but denied Gon's Prophets and worshipped false gods, con
cerning whom they believed that in the next world they 
would become mediators between themselves and Gon. 
Regarding the latter class of Arabs, Sayyid A},lm::td admits 
that their doctrines, "plus the doctrine of revelations, were 
very nearly identical with the main principles of Islam."* Ibn 
L:!},lilq and Ibn Risham inform us that idolatry had been 
introduced into Mecca only about fifteen generations before 
l\fo~ammad.t The Arabs were doubtless conscious that it 

,,,.., ,,,,.p 

0'-S'_, ~,.ft~ J}.z ~ ..:)~ ~~, F' ~_, v~~ V'-'_,ID 
,.,~, JJI ~ cr ~ 0 \s'_, ~.,__.,.J,_, ~, ~k ilit;,u_, .,_;u 
~~., ~~I JJ1 ~ cr ~.A.<,_, _~.;~1 ~I ~ cr ~_, 
~~ ~ J._.;.:... ..:..,1};:WI ~ ~1 _,~1 J).Ml1 ~1j1 ,.t 
~' ~ cr ~.,\,.., w~., IM" Y'? u_>.., J~_, $\j~\ er ~ ~, 
r,:J~~ $\j~~ yWJI ~ ~}_.; ~~ ~I ~ ~.., ~_, 
d~ ~ \~ ~ .illl ~.J J,;'.~I fa. ,..,f.~ wts'_, ~_,)I ~_, 
~ '.,ii'J ~ i--L~I ~,_;;, ..:..,~G:- ~\~\ ~ ~~~1 ~\$'_, 

cJ:H ~I ~~ ~ ,&I wlS'_, ..::..,~~ ~~\ w~~ 
\_,i~ w~l lJr-?._, .. ~I il_r4 cJ_;,.ll w~ Ii~~~\ 

... ,_.11 . .. ·,_\_., .. ~, "' 
1-LJ r wM., w~, w)'r,.J w_,~., .. . w~ 

1/}' ~; _., 

w~_, ~ i--'r' ~ JS'._j w~ \j\S'_, .J~I wJ-<.r..J 4l.S' 
V"'~\ J)_, J~~'-, ~I ._j.; w.,...,_,1~ \j'S'_, .t:~1 cr 
~\.,J\ J.1-_, b?ll u..:u_, ;U-b~I ~_, ~~b dl,,J~ 

~.lw~b 
. * Sayyid A}.unad, "Essay on the Religions of the Pre-Islimic Arabs," 

pp. 5, 14. 
t S1ratu'r Ras.ii, pp. 27, sqq. They say (on Mn}.i.ammad's authority) 

that 'Amr bin La}.i.i was the first to introduce idolatry into Mecca:-
-c ' ... v- ,_ 

w\j_,~I ~~\d...)~ cr ~.,, w\S' .ul 
M 
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was an innovation upon the faith of those ancestors of whoni 
they were so proud. This being the case, and remembering* 
that the worship of the One True Gon had never entirely 
ceased in the country, we can readily understand how Mu];iam
mad could come forward in the name of the Supreme Gou 
of the nation, the Gon of Abraham, Who had been merely 
cast intot the background by the overgrowth of local 
cults. 

Most of the rites and ceremonies which play so important a 
part in the Religion of Islam, were practised in the country 
from time immemorial. The Arabic historian Abu'l Fida 
states that" The Arabs of the Time of Ignorance used to do 
things which the religious law of Islam adopted. They 
used to make the Pilgrimage to the House (the Ka'abah), 
and to visit holy places, and wear the llJ,ram and perform the 
l'awwaf, and to run (between the hills As-Safa and Al
Marwa), and to stand at all the t:ltations, and cast stones (at 
the Devil in the valley of Mina), and they were wont to 
intercalate a month every third year."t He adds that the 
ceremonial washingR, religious cleansing of the teeth, and the 
practice of circumcision, were also in vogue among the Arabs 
long before Mu];iammad's time.§ Then as now the pilgrims 
to the Ka•abah had t0 kiss the famous Ifajar·u'l Aswad or 

* It would be quite incorrect to describe the polytheism of the pre
Isl§.mic Arabs as at all similar to that of the Greeks and Romans. It was 
rather similar to the saint-worship of the Eastern Churches at the present 
time. The inferior deities were worshipped as mediators with GOD. (Ash 
Shahrist§.ni, quoted above ; lbn Hish§.m, p. 127 : Sale, Prel. Disc.; 
Sayyid Al:imad, "Essay on Manners and Customs of Pre-Islitmic Arabs," 
p. 13.) Weil (" Mohammed der Prophet," p. 18), well says:-" Ubrigens 
betrachteten die .Araber vor Mohammed ihre Gotzen, welche theil.i 
Menschen- oder Thiergestalt hatten, theils a.ls rohen, von dem Tempel zu 
Mecca herrtihrenden Steinen bestandet, nur als Gotter zweiten Ranges." 

t Grau," Kulturentwickelung," pp. 137, 138. 
:t: "Hist. ante-lslitmica," Fleischer's edition, p. 180. (See the passage 

quoted at full l~ngth note II, pp. 8, 9.) 
§ Similarly lbn lsQ.itq says (Stratu'r Rasal, Part I, p. 27) :-

~ I 

L. ( .. ·:. \ tJ\Ji.; dj' I~ . i:r 'i;' .:.>r--:-; ~f. ~ i.:.r" .. . ..) u- ~J 

0 i11.z 1. ... 9_,i~ ~~ ~~ ~ wl#~ ~' ~ltJ 

4J r~l>..i\ t:-'7 ~1, C\~ Ju~~ .:.>-'-:'II ...s.)./b_, ~':1.J~ 
, .)\_~ .... ,ll,, 

;,;: ----~ 
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Black Stone, in token of deep reverence if not of actual 
worship. 

3. The Jews held in Mu);iammad's earlier life a position of 
great power and influence in Arabia.* 'l'hey constituted 
several very numerous tribes, as -the Ban1 Qureidliah, the 
Bani Qeinuqa,'a, the Ban1 N adh1r and many others. Although 
they do not seem to have been distinguished for learning,t 
yet they undoubtedly preserved their ancestral veneration for 
the books of the Old Testament, and many Talmudic legends 
and tales lived in the mouths of the people. Mu);iammad 
found that their possession of inspired books gave the Jews 
a position of great religious importance in thB eyes of his 
countrymen, which was augmented by the fact of their direct 
descent from Abraham, of their own oonn~tion with whom 
the Arabs were so proud. He could not doubt that the Jews 
still preserved the Religion of Abraham, for which his prede
cessors the I;Ianifs+ had resolved to search. The monotheism 
of the Jews and their aversion to idolatt-y would also exercise 
a veryfavoarable influence upon Mu);iammad's mind,and would 
predispose hin_i- to endeavour.to ally _them w~th himself in his 
campaign agarnst the corruptions which he discovered to have 
crept into the religion of his fellow countrymen. The Qur'an 
shows§ in the cleai·est manner possible how much of his 
teaching Mu];iammad borrowed from the Jews. Again and 
again he professes that his religion is the same as that which 
the ''..People of the/) Book" had received by Divinef revela-

* Vide Siratu'r Rasil.l and all Arabic historians; also ,cf. Rabbi Geiger, 
"W a.s hat Mohammed aus dem J udenthume aufgenommen 1" pp. 6-9, 
et alibi. 

t Ibid., p. 10. _ 
:l: Regarding whom see an interesting account in lbn Hishil.m, Part I, 

pp. 76, sqq. The chief of these Han'ij's or "Orthodox Believers" were 
Waraqah bin Naufil, 'Ubeidu'llil.h bin Jal;tsh, 'Uthmil.n bnu'l I;Iuweirith, 
and Zeid bin 'Amr. 

§ See this proved at length in Ra.bbi Geiger," Was hat Mohammed aus 
dem J udenthume aufgenommen 1" 

.,,,, c.,-0 lc..:-S. 

II ';:-'~ \ ~\ ; the Jews, Chriatians, and perhaps Sabaeans, are so 

called in the Qur'An passim, but the epithet is most commonly used in 
reference to the J ewe especially. 

'If This is most fully confessed in the Qur'il.n in many places, e.g., Sftrah 
II, 130:-
,,,. .,,,,v ,,,.,,,, \c., ,,,. <..j ,,,,..,,,..,.<.,,,,. ,,,.<..:f ,,,,,,,, .!....a ~)i. PP 

~~., ~/l J.Jl Jfl ~., ~l Jj-il ~., till lt ~, I}; 
~ 2 
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tion. He was not, however, personally acquainted with the 
Hebrew Scriptures, anrl his Jewish instructorH Waraqah,* 
]:Iabib bin Malik, and above all 'Abdullah ibn S::i.llam,t were 
far better instructed in tales from the Talmud than in their 
Canonical Scriptures. This accounts for the fact that many 
of the stories told in the Qur'an regarding Scripture characters 
agree far more closely with Talmudic fables than with Old 
Testament history. The resemblances are, in fact, so great 
af.'I to preclude any possibility of accounting for them except 
by plagiarism on Mu]:i.ammad's part, although he professed to 
receive his teaching from Divine inspiration. A few examplesf 
will suffice. The narrative given in the Qur'an§ concerning 
Abel's burial, and how a raven taught Cain how to bury him, 
ag-rees exactly with the account given in the "Pirke Rabbill 
Eliezar,'' except that iu the Jewish legend the raven gave 
Adam and not Cain the lesson in question. Such blunders in 
details are not uncommon in other similar plagiarisms in the 
Qur'an. Again Mu];iammad's account, of how Abraham in 
his youth was cast into the fire by Nimrod's order, and 
miraculously delivered from it, is in almost every detail bor
rowed from the "1\fidrash RabMh."** R. Abraham Geiger has 

,,.-::,'Gl...:,,,,. :t .,,.,,,, .,, p.,,,. 1 ,,,,.,... /(..,/j:~,.... ,,.pt.,.,,..,,, ,,,,,c.. 

w~I JJI l..., J..~J ~..,.,.., JJI L.cJ b\.+.-,)IJ Y~J '-'~ 1, 
.,, "..... ,,,,,. .. ,,,,. ,,,, I,, . 

,,.pc,.pp,,,,.pt,,,,..,,<.,pc., /~/{.,/ p .. ,,,,p,,,,.c., ... ii 

• ~~ Al ~J ~ ~1 i.;r.H JJt; ) {f;) ~ 
* Waraqah for a time professed Judaism, as Ibn IsMq tells us (op. 

cit., Part I, pp. 76, sqq. ). · 
t AM.'l Fid&, "Annales Moslemici," Part I, 283 ; cf. Geiger, op. cit., 

p. 24. . 
t These are all borrowed from Rabbi Geiger's work, where the Chaldee 

texts may be read in the original. 
§ S1'.lrah V, 30-35. The narnes of Cain and Abel, however, do not 

occur in the Qnr'an. Muslims call them Qabil and Rabil. 
ii Chapter XXI; Geiger, p. 103. 
'If Told in a fragmentary way in S1'.lrah XXI, 52-72; S1'.lrah II, 260; 

VI, 74; XIX, 42-50 ; XXVI, 69-79; XXIX, 15; XXXVIII, 81-95 ; 
XLIII, 25-27 ; LX, 4, etc. 

-lHl- Midrash RabMh on Genesis, § 17 ; Geiger, pp. 123, 124. Mul,iammad 
dor II not mention Nimrod by name, but Mul,iammadan commentators do, 
following Jewish tradition. He also calls Abraham's father Azar instead 
of Terah, by a corruption of Zarah (his name in the Talmud). 
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pointed* out a number of Aramaic words in the Qur'an which 
have much puzzled Arabic commentators, and which form 
another unmistakable proof of Mul,iamJHad's indebtedness to 
Talmudic lore. Among other minor matters in which the 
Qur'an borrows from the same source may be mentioned the 
existence of seven heavenst and seven hells, the fact that at 
the Creation Goo's throne:j: moved in the air over the waters, 
the existence of a "Prince§ of Hell," of Al A'rai/1 or the 
partition between heaven and hell, the prophecy that the 
Resurrection1 will be ushered in and qelpP-d forward by a 
great rain, the assertion that hell ilil never.., full, the informa
tion that evil spirits hearken behind a curtaintt to Goo's 
counsels, and many othflr similar absurdities. What 
Mu];i.ammad relates of Harut:j::j: and Marut, two angels that 
sinned, is precisely what the Midrash Y alkut tells us of the 
angels Shaml;i.azai and 'Azael. His assertion§§ that at the 
Deluge "the oven boiled up," is an echo of the Rabbinical 
saying that '' the generation that lived at the time of the 
.Flood were punished with hot water." 

It was not merely such traditions as these that Mul;i.ammad 
borrowed from the Jews of his own time. He learnt from 
them to assert his belief in the Prophets of the Old Testa-

s ..... (,,.... s ., .,,, ,P'(i) / ,,, 

-jl- e.g,- ii , .:; ::;;;; n,,n : · , .. , oJ \J = ~;,;:::i,r-, I n.,,n : ~ = 
, '.).,1 T .__, J• T •• ~ .. I •• 

o,~;:,-,~: 4 = nt:;itp: ~;i = r,~:J~• i2ci.,4: ;~_; = 
r, " • ... , , " s ., ,,,. . !i .,.,..,, L, 

l~~ · lio,Cl£l , li6~ : (.:.)_,.cl,, :;:: 1,~ : ~ fL-c = ri~:i r ~ : 
(Geiger, pp. 41-60). For the Syriac words I am myself responsible. 

t Stlrah XVII, 46, 88 ; Chagigah IX, 2. 
:t: Stlrah XI, 9 ; Rashi on Gen. i, 2. 
§ Called Malik by the Muslims (Mishkat; Bab Sifatu'n .Nari wa .Ahliha, 

section ii), and by the the Rabbins merely OijiT'I) l,w "'IW , 
II Stlrah VII, 44; cj. Midrash to Ecc. vii, 14. . . 
~ Tract Taanith, initio; Bereshith E,abbah; Pocock, "No~. m Port 

Mosis," pp. 117, 255. 
-IHI- Stlrah L, 29; cf. Othioth de Rabbi Aqiba, VIII, l. 
tt Stirah LVII, 5; XXXVII, 7; XV, 17, 34,etc,; cf. Geiger, pp. 83, 

84. 
:i::t: St\rah JI, 96 and Yal}.ya's coJnment. in loa,, quoted by Sale ; Midrash 

Yalktlt, cap. XLIV ; Geiger, p. 107. J onathaJ.1's Targum calls them 
Saml}.asai and 'Vzzrnl. 

§§ St\rah XI, 42, ;wd XXIII, 27 ; R(Jsh Hashan11,h, XVI, 2 ; Sanhedrin, 
,P,P~-c,,,.,,,.,,,. 

108 :-ij,'"Tj rnri,,:,. ~,:,.on ,~,,)~I .Ju., 
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ment, of whom he often* makes mention in the Qur'an, and 
concerning whom he tells some marvellous tales, of which 
Solomon'st conversation with a lapwing, his armies of genii 
and men and birds, and the tale of the 'Ifnt bringing him 
Queen Balkis' throne, are fair specimens. It is beyond dispute, 
moreover, that Mu~ammad's belief in the One True Gon, 
though not learnt directly from the Jews, was much strength
ened by his intc.ircourse with them. We may infer that his 
iconoclasm owed something to the same influence. But the 
impress which Talmudict Judaism, as it then existed in 
Arabia, has left on the religion of Mu};iammad is deeper still. 
Arabian Judaism at that tim':l was the direct offspring and 
the development of the Pharisaism into which the Jews of 
our Lord's day had corrupted the religion of the Prophets. 
It was a faith which attached an extreme value to outward 
observances, such as fasting, pilgrimages, ceremonial rites, 
washings, fixed times of prayer, etc. Mu};iammad§ was very 
naturally therefore led to deem these things of very ~reat 
importance. The Pharisaism of the Jews thus became the 
parent of that which is now manifested in Islam. Mu};iamma
dans themselves at the present day are often struck on 
reading the New Testament (when they can be persuaded to 
do so) by observing how completely the spirit, and much of 
the form also, of their own faith accords with that of the 
Pharisees condemned by our Lord. No attentive reader of 

* E.g., in Sllrah XIX, 42, sqq. Vide also his references to .Aaron 
(II, 249, sqq.), .Abraham (II, 130, et passim), David (XXXIV, 10, etc.), 
Enoch (XIX, 57, etc.), Elisha (VI, 86), Elijah (VI, 85), Ezra (IX, 30), 
Job, Jonah, Joseph, Joshua, Noal1, Solomon, Zacharias, etc. 

t Sftrah XXVII. 
:I: The Talmud ·was completed about a century before Mnl)ammad's 

time, the Babylonian Gemara having been finished about A.D. 530, the 
Jerusalem Gemara. about A.D. 430, and the Mishna about A.D. 220 
(Gfrorer's "Jah:rhundert des Heils," pp. 11-44). R. Geiger (op. cit., pp. 
9, 10) says: "Dass die jtidische Glaubensansicht eine voUig durchgebil
dete nnd ganz in das Leben aller Gemeindeglieder eingedrungene schon 
damals gewesen sei, !asst sowohl ihr Alter nicht bezweifeln als auch 
vorziiglich die schon zu Stancle gebrachte Beendigung des Talmuds.' 

§ Hauri (" Der falam," pp. 43, 44) says : "Das ganze Leben ist in 
religiose Formen eingeschlossen: tagliche Gebete, Festtage, Wallfahrten, 
Fasten, Enthaltnng von gewissen Speisen und aussere Reinigungen. Das 
ist die Religiositat, mit welcher Mohammed bekannt wurde, und sie bat 
auf seine Stiftung so grosBen Einfluss gelibt, <lass wir sagen miissen : Der 
Islam_ ist nicht eine neue Religion, auf ein neues Princip gebaut, sondern 
nur eme yerruengung des einseitig gewordenen Judenthums mit arabi~
chem He1denthum.'' 
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the Qur'an can fail to notice how completely the book breathes 
throughout the spirit of this corrupt and slavish form of 
Judaism. Hence a recent writer* well terms Islam "the 
Religion of Revelation translated into flesh," in order to show 
its servile and carnal character, its professors being-in 
keeping with Mu};iammad's descent from Ishmael and Hagar 
-children of the bond woman and not of the free. 

4. From orthodox Christianity Islam borrowed little. 
Although in the Qur'an there are no less than 131 referencest 
to the Holy Scriptures by name, yet there is only onet direct 
quotation from the Old Testament an'd another less direct§ 
from the New, together with the assertion that Chrii;,t pre
dicted the coming of a prophet calledll Al;imad, the same 
name as Mul;iammad. The " Prophet" could learn little he 
cared to know from the corrupt Eastern Church of his time. 
But there lingered among the many sects of Christians and 
Christian heretics then to be found in Arabia, Syria, and 

* Grau, "Kulturentwickelung," p. 138 ; "~eineswegs aber ward im 
Islam daij I!eidenthum vo!lstandig ijberwunden ; vieln:iehr ist er nur 
die ins Fleisch ~berset:i;te Religion der Ofj.'enbarung, das ~ind der Magd 
1ind nicht der Freien, wie Ismael." 

t Vide each such passage quoted in the original :i,nd commented on in 
Sir W. Muir's "The Coran" (S.P.C.~.). 

:t: In Stlrah XXI, l05 :_,. 
/ ,,, ,11'_'1(.,,' /(..~<.,-C -;jj '.i- (, ... -c ,,, c.,.... c., 

~~-\~..r.'. ~)I .:,I /~1 ~ i.:J; 

(The quotation here iil from Ps. xxxvii, 11). 
§ Stlrah VII, 38 :- . 

,,,. c.,-C - .,,. .,,,,,,...(,-:, ,,, ... .,,. .,-(il,,,.c.,-C /.,, C.,,f" .,.,,, 

~~I t-' ~ ~\ (} J;>-- 41 ~}>-..v, ~., 
(CJ. Matt. xix, 24). 

II Stlrah LXI, 6 :-
vJ' .:>,,, !. -c I p ,,, ,. ., ...,. c., "' ,,, ,,, ,,, c.,,,,. JI v..p ,A' . .. <., ,,, 

_(JI cill ' J.,..,) LS;' J:0~' ~ Y. .-.!..,r (!)'! I ili~S: y.., ..,; '., 
,~- .,II, ,,, .. ✓; ,,, J,, .. ,,, \ ·~ ~ ~ 

V,... <., (.,/ P ,,- 9 .., ,,, P / _ (.,~ -C .,,. -;jj ,,, / ✓ (..... "' 9 - ,... , 

..;~ ~ ..j}~. J,--,A ~., ~~,:;JI ~ i.J~ 4:1~ ~~ \J~ 
:J , , <,...., __..., ~, 

Mul;iammad evidently meant to refer to John, xvi, 7, sqq. He no doubt 
misunderstood the word IIapaKA'7ras, and i~ined it meant what 
11.EpiK:\vr&s does, of which .A~mad is a f11,ir translation. 
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Egypt, many marvellous tales connected with our Lord and 
His Apostles and the saints and martyrs of the past. Many 
of these are still extant in the Apocryphal Gospels, several of 
which are of considerable antiquity.* Mixing with men who 
loved to recount such tales, and being ignorant of the 
canonical New Testament, Mul;i.ammad adopted many silly 
legends and incorporated them into the Qur'an. As an 
example we may quote that of "the Seven Sleepers," whom 
he calls "the Companionst of the Cave," and whose absurd 
tale he tells at full length as Divinely reyealed to him. 
Regarding the Virgin Mary, Mul;i.ammad assures us that her 
mother before her birth dedicated:j: her to Gon's service, that 
she was reared in the Temple under the care of Zachariakl,§ 
:where Gon sent angels[! to feed her, and that lots were cast 
with rods',r to deoide who should take charge of her as she 
grew up to womanhood. Again, on one occasion wheu she 
was hungry a date palm** lowered its head and offered its fruit 
to her. All these and many other such tales are taken from 
the '' Protevangelium of James," the "Pseudo-Matthew," the 
'' Gospel of the Nativity of Mary," and similar apocryphal 
works.tt So also of our Lord Himself we are told in the 
Qur'an as well as in the "Gospel of the:j::j: Pseudo-Thomas" 

* Vide Giles' "Codex Apocryphus Novi Testamenti," 2 vols.; also 
Cowper's "Apocryphal Gospels," Introduction, Section JV ; and Tischen
dorf, "On the Origin and Use of the Apocryphal Gospels." 

t St1rah XVIII, 8-26. 
t S11rah III, 31; cf. "Protevang. Jacobi," iv: Et1r£ lli "Av11a, Zfi Kvpws 

0 0E6s- µ,ov, ECI.v ')'EJJJJT/crro llrE &ppn1 E1TE ~~v, 1I"pouU~ro aVrO awpov 
Kvplr., T@ 6£<» µ,ov; cf. also "Evang. de Nat. Mariae," ca,p, i; also 
"Pseudo~Matthew," ii, 

§ Sftrah III, 3:2; cf .'' l'rotevang, Jae.," cap. viii, sqq. 
II S11rah III, 32; cf. "Evang. de Nat; Mariae," cap. vii; "Protev. 

Jae.," cap. viii; "Hist. Nat. Mariae," cap. vi. · 
~ St1rah III, 39; cf., "Protev. Jae.," cap. ix, "Evang. de Nat. 

Mariae,'' cap. vii and viii; "Hist. Nat. Mariae," cap. viii. 
** S11rah XIX, 23, 25; ef. "Hist. Nat. Mariae," cap. XX (connected, 

however, with the Flight into Egypt-another of Mul_iammad's blun
ders!). 

tt Tische;udorf thinks that the "Protev. J ac." belongs to the middle of 
the second century; Cowper is uncertain whether it existed before the 
fourth century. The "Pseudo-Matthew" (otherwise called "Hist. Nat. 
Mariae ") mav belong to the fifth century (Cowper). The "Gospel of the 
Nativity of Mary" belongs to the fifth or sixth century (Cowper). 
- t:I: An early work, attributed by Cowper to the middle of the second 

century. Much of it is incorporated in the present form of the "Arabic 
Gospel of the Infancy." 
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and the "Arabic Gospel* of the Infancy/' that Jesus spoke 
when an infantt in the cradle, and that as a boy he gave life 
to a bird; made of clay. Following iu the footsteps of the 
Valentinians, Basilides,§ and the Manichooans, Mu.gammad 
denied our Lord's crucifixion,IJ asserting that someone else 
had died in His stead. He rejected, however, th\3 Docetism 
upon which this idea was based,-another example of the 
strangely composite nature of his doctrines and of his 
blunders. He evidently believed the Virgin Mary to be, in 
the opinion of Christians, the 'l'hird Person,r in the Trinity, 
and. identified her with Miriam, the sister of** l\arvn I Th1s 
is almost paralleled by his si atement that the Hebrews in the 
Wilderness were persu;1ded by a Sarnaritantt to make the 
Golden Calf I · 

5. The religion of l;oroaster again has left its mark upon 
Islam, owing to the not inconsiderable number of ideas which 
Mu~ammad borrowed from it. In his early manhood the 
Persians exercised sovereign sway over many partstf of 
Arabia. Their tales were very popular among the Arabs, 
and are referred to in the Qur'an.§§ Along with the heroic 
legends of !r~n it was natural that some of its religious tenets 

* '.J'his work ~n its present form, however, is in a late style of Arabic ; 
it is probably a translation of a Syriac work, which may itself have been· 
of Ccrptic origin. Vide the text in Giles' " Cod. Apoc. N. T.," V ol.i, pp. 12, 
sqq_. 

t "Ar. :J<;vang. Infantiae," cap. i; cf S1lrah XIX, 30, 31, sqq. ; also 
S1lrah V, 109 ; Sftrah III, 40, 41, etc. · 

t "Pseudo-Thomas," cap. ii (Giles, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 48, 49): "Ar. 
Evang. Inf.,1' cap xxxvi; S1lrah III, 43; S1lrah V, 110. 

§ Irenaeus, "Adv. Haeres.," Lib. I, 23; .August.," Haeres," IV, etc., 
etc. 

II Sth-'ah IV, J56. 
'IT Of Stlrah IV, 169 (11ide also .Al Beidhil.wi, YaJ.iya, and Jal!tlu'ddin's 

commentaries in loco). Vide allilo S1lrah V, 76-79, 116, and Jal{Uu'ddtn's 
commentary. · 

** Both.Miriam and Nary are in.Arabic (as in Hebrew) the samewort.l-

in Arabic it is t:,J"'), Hence the confusion. The mother of Jesus is 

called " Sister of A::J,ron " in S1lrah XIX, 29. 
tt Stlrah XX, 87, sqq. 
:j:t Especially over the kingdom of Hirah in the north-east, also over 

the Arabs of 'Idqu'l 'Arabi (Abft'l Fidi, "Hist. Ante-Islamica," ed. 
Fleischer, p. 126). The Persians had also in MuJ.iamniad's time suceeeded 
the Abyssinians in the sovereignty of Yaman (Ibn lsl}.aq). 

§§ S1lrah XXVII, 70; vide also Ibn HisMm, Part I, p. 124. 
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should also gain access to their minds. Much that the Qur'an 
tells us of the genii,* beings made of subtle fire and inter
mediate between angels and men, is clearly traceable to this 

s -

source.t The very word:;.:,,:/ (jinni) by which such a being 

is called is the Avestic .)p,M~ (jaini;, a wicked (female) 
spirit.f The ijur 0 :,...)orhouriesofthe Mu];i.ammadanParadise 
are unmistakably identical with the M,.)].)Mel § Pairikas of 
the A vesta (in modern Persian Peris ), "fem ale genii II endowed 
with seductive beauty, dwelling in the air and attaching them-

* Cf. S1lrah VI, 100, 128 ; XV, 27 ; XXVI, 212 ; XLl, 24, 29, etc, 
t Much that is related of Solomon in the Qur'il.n is almost identical with 

Persian legends about Yima Khshaeta (Avesta), or in Modern Persian 
Jamshtd. These legends were current among the Arabs of his time, and 
were regarded by Mu};!ammad ll,S true and (apparently) as recorded in the 
inspired writings of the Jews I There is a curious old Persian book nc.t 
long since re-discoYered, written in Pahlavi in the Persico-Arabic charac
ter, but with au amplified translation in the Dad form of Persian. It is 

called the "Heavenly Dastllrs" (in the original J0 J:'1L.~) . .. .,,, ,,,,. ,,,, 

.Every treatise in it is attributed to a differeni; prophet, and the second 
sentence in each treatise rulll! thus ;-_j.:;.};. _jb b'~ __jb ,_s~ ~ ,ti 
= "In the Name of Goo the Merciful, the Gracious,"-the very 
formula used at the beginning of everr Sfu-ah "but one in the Qur'il.n, in 

I 
,,,, .. ,-c \ (. ,,,, ... --c ., -c (., 

Arabic tJ>;) \ ~) \ ~ \ ~• +he for1t claus!l in jlach tre!l,tise is 
I - - -c ., p,, 

v, l.cJi f I.:)\ .)j-c .ti ~ ~_yb, id,entical with t:\le Qur'inic ~ I ~ ~ ~ 
Al BeidMwt and Jalilil.n (comment, on S1lrah XXV) tell us that the 

~ Li mentioned in Sfu-ahs XXV, XXVI, 70 ; XL VI, 16 ; LXVlII, 

15, was a book well-known in Mecca before Mu};!ammaq's time, and in 
which the doctrine of the Resurrection Wad taught. ls ther!J any 

possibility of a connection between tht:l ~ \..,,.) ~d the~ L, \ 1, 
i The word occurs, e.,q., in Yasna ::X, 4, 2, 53. A great number of evil -

spirits of various kinds are mentioned in the Avesta, among which !!,re:
Jaim:is, Jahi-s, daevas, drujes, nasus, the ydtus, etc. 

§ Yasna IX, 61; Yesht X, 26, 34, etc. 
II C. de Harlez, "Manuel de la Laµ~e de l'Avesta," 81.W. voc. 
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selves to the stars and to light." The Arabic name for these 
beautiful damsels* too, is of .Persian origin, being derived from 
the Pahlavi har,t Avestic hvare (~Ju»~) "brilliant," "the sun." 

Though the Qur'anic Paradise (ii.;i\) derives its name from 

,the Hebrew Garden of Ed~n (l'J.i:'7~), yet it is -qot unlike 

the Persian. conception of (>~..u ~ro--u.)~..\J~) + vqhi#o 4hu, 
"the perfect world.''§ The Mu];iammadan Angel of Death 

(.,/C.,-0 p,,,,..,,. .,,,.c.,.,,. • 

(";"',,-JI ~. also called J;)_r), though known to them 

* The idea of the existence of these celestial damsels is lJ, very ancient 
one among the ,4ryans. . The Hindfts of ancient times called them 
Apsarasas, and believed that they inhabited Swarga (Indra's heaven
the sky), and that they u.qed to transrort thither the Ksl/,atriyas or warriors 
who died in battle ( vide Sir M. Monier-Williams' edition of the "N alopA.kh-

yA.nam," s.v. ~1ll~T!). Man1J,says("DharmasA.stra,"Bk. VII,~l. 89):-

that warrio1s who die bravely in battle inherit Swarga immediately after 
death. So 11lso in Nll,lop. II, 17, 18, Indra says to Nala :-

l:I~'if: ~f~'ttl:ITTTT~: ~l~o~rf~: 11 
..__ .(.;::; . ..__ ~ 

1£~'QJ' 19'1:J~ ctil~ q 1J ... iftfq(f~T! I 

~l;j ~Tcfi'T s~~ ~t1i ~cl' 1'1' cfi'T'iflj~ 11 
Compare this with the Muqa~madll,n idea of the reward of those who 
die in battle fighting for their faith. 

s JI .,,. c., .,, p,,,.(; :J . 

t Penrice derives ~ J1>- pl. fro~ l!, sing1dar :I 'L, _,,,..., f. of .J_,,,...1, " black-
,. 

eyed," from J)J,:"'' a form of.)\-• (H Diet. of the ~ora.u," s.v.) I prefer 

the derivation in the text. 
t Fargand II, 35, 36, etc, 

JI ...-li c.,S , 

§ Are not the beautiful youtli.s of Paradise (the Ghilman ~W-~ll), 
who wait upon the 'blessed there (Sftrah L VI, 13), identical with the 
Gandharvas or celestial musici,ms of Indra's h-:laven I 
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directly through ,Jewish fables, is indirectly borrowed from 
Persia, where he was known in Avestic times as c~>ro.w~-ch 
or ~>"3~(2.-,?»~"3.»M)* HdatuB or A sttJvidlwtu§. 'l'o the 
same religion Mu);iammad was indebted for his Road, or 
Bridget (bi .di) over Hell, which the ancient Persians called 

:.; ,,,. ,,,. .,,. 

CMna·oat (in mod. Persian ~k ). Many of the strange and 

absurd ideas found in more recent Mul;iammadan works may 
be traced to the same so-qrce, as for example the theory that 
the earth is sevenfold, or built in seven+ storeys, one above 
the other. These seven storeys of the earth are the seven 

(;~»~J"' or ~JM»~J",) Kars/ivares§ of the Avesta, and to 
a great extent correspond, and are certainly of common 

origin with the seven (fu:) dvipas of the Hindtls. It ia 
remarkable a;s showing the extent of the influence which 
Zoroastrianism had even before Muhammad's time exercised 
upon Arabia, that the word for "the faith" or " Religion" 

s 

most frequently used in the Qur'an (1.:,1?.~) din, is not a pure ,, 
Arabic word at all, but is the Avestic (M/JU~) daena, which 
is used quite as technically in the early Zoroastrian Scripturtis 
as its Ara bicised form is in the Qur'an.11 In fact nearly all that 
Islam teaches about the angels, the work and nature of evil 
spirits, and kindred subjects, is derived either directly from a 
Zoroastrian or Magian source, or indirectly so through the 
medium oflater Jewish legends which were deeply coloured 
through the influence of Persian myths. 

* Yesht X, 93 ; Fargand V, 25, 31. 
s ; 

t Penrice(" Diet. of Koran," s.v.) says that b~ comes from no verbal 
,, 

root in the .Arabic language. It is just the form the Persian word would 
take when introduced into Arabic. 

~ 
'Ariiisu't Tij1in, pp. 5-9; Qi~a~u'l Anbiyii, pp. 4-6, etc. 
Y asna LXIV; Y esht X, etc. 
Fargand II, 1-3 ; Y eRht XVI, etc. The word in the .A vesta means 

primarily law, doctrine. Ahura Mazda is represented as giving his daena 
to Yima and afterwards to Zarathustra (Zoroaster). Hence the .Arabic 
meaning of the word = lleUgio,i. ' 
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Thus nearly every leading doctrine of Islam can be traced 
with perfect certainty to some Pre-Islamic creed. Even in 
Mu};lammad's lifetime he was accused of <leriving from human 
teachers the revelations he professed to receive from Goo 
through the Angel Gabriel. This he strenuously denied, 
asserting that his wonderful acquaintance with the history of 
the Old 'l'estament Prophets was a manifest proof of his 
Divine mission I 

II. We have spoken above of the great influence which Islam 
exerts over many millions of our race. The secret of its 
might lies to a great extent in the am'ount of truth incorpo
rated in it and derived from Judaism and primitive Semitic 
tradition. Mu};lamrnad discovered not a single new tr11th, 
nor did he inculcate a single moral precept which had not 
been much more forcibly taught in the Old Testament. The 
more perfect moral system, and the completed revelation of 
Goo, contained in the New Testament he either ignored or 
denied* in set terms. Instead of being . an advance on 
Christianity, therefore, as it must necessarily be if it were 
(as it claims to be) a later and peifect revelation, Islam has 
retrograded far behind the limit reached by the Prophets of 
Israel. It has no priesthood, no sacrificial system, no atone;. 
ment for sin, no blessed hope of a coming Redeemer, no 
clearly-defined moral code, no glorious past ennobled by 
holy and devoted Prophets, no sinless future promised in its 
Qur'an. It has lost much that Goo had revealed previously, 
and gained instead only heathen myths, Jewish Pharisaism, 
and the Arabian fatalism and love of war. Yet in spite of all 
this Islam has retained enough of truth, though somewhat 
distorted, to give it the influence of which we have spoken. 
The Creed of Islam,t or of Unity, as it is called, well illustrates 
the character of the religion. It consists, as Gibbon remarks.t 
'' of an eternal truth, and a necessary fiction," "La ilaha ill' 
Allahu; Mu};lamadur Rasftlu 'llahi," "There is no Goo but 

* I do not mean that he rejected the InjU (E~ayyOuo11) as he calls the 
New Testament. On the contrary, it is again and again in the Qur'lln 
spoken of as Divinely inspired. But most of the truths taught in the 
New Testament, e.g., our Lord's Divinity, His atoning Death, etc., are 
denied, and Mul1ammad shows no knowledge whatever of the moral 
system taught by Christ. 

,,,. <., c..,-c p,,,,., 
t In Arabic 1-fllk:.-) I .tJ.$' • 

/ ~ 

+ Vol. IX, Cap. L. 
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GOD; Mul,iammad is the Apostle of Gon.";, The grand and 
simple monotheism of the first part of this formula commends 
itself to all minds, while the concluding portion, if accepted. 
on the authority of the first, suffices to quench every linger
ing doubt about the minor doctrines of Islam, resting as they 
do wholly and entirely upon the assertions of Mu};lammad. 

1. The chief truthst retained in Mnl;tammadanism are :-(1) 
The Unity of Gon and His distinctness in Nature and 
Attribute!!! from the Creation which is the work of His handR. 
(2), Man's dependence upon his Creator, his need of a Divine 
Revelation, the fact that Gon has revealed Himself through 
certain great Prophets in inspired books, and that He hears 
and answers prayer. (3), The certainty of an after-life of 
rewards and punishments according to our deeds done in the 
body, Regarding these great doctrines Islam gives no 
uncertain sound, and we may thank Gon that. they are so 
powerfully urged and eo frequently insisterl on both in the 
Qur'in itself and in the Traditions of the "Pt·ophet," the two 
gr<:lat sources whence the doctrines of the religion are drawn. 
Yet it would be an utter mistake to suppose that these points 
which we ha\te mentioned are recognised by Muslims as 
forming in theml'!elves the fundamentals of their faith. They 
may be all classed under the first clause of their creed, but 
the kalimah contains two clauses, and it is the second that, in 
the opinion of the .Muslims, ditstinguishes it from the creeds of 
less perfect religions. The first clause formed, ibey tell us, 
an integral part of the creed of both Jews and Christians ; 
but while the fotmert were Divinely authorised to add to this 

* In the Qur'An both clauses virtually occur; the first in SO.rah III, 
11 ...C~ \ <., , • 

55 :-All \ ~I All I.!)"" l.o-and the latter in So.rah XXXIII, 40 ;-
, ? ,. ,, 

~-o ,,,,,,, c..,,,,,.(.,~,., ,,,,:i .,..'.is~.,,,;,//.,. 

~ I JJ-'.J ~~-' ~--\~~ ~ ;-I 41 ~ ..:>IS l., 
t Jt. is unnecessary to adduce quotations from the Qur'lln and the 

traditions to prove that these truths are taught in the Mul;iammadan 
faith. They are found in almost every page. 

:): This is the account given in such works as the 'Artiisu't 1'1jtin, and is 
current among Muslims in different lands. Other traditions, however, 
state that the Mu}.iammadan Kalimah or Creed was written by Gon 
before the creation of the wodd on the base of the Celestial Throne 

,,,,✓ 

(.,;~I). It is also inscribed on the Seal of Gon. CJ. MishUtu'l 
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the words "Moses* is he that conversed with Gun," and the 
latter the phrase " Jesus is the Word of GOD," the concluding 
section of the l\fol;i.ammadau creed has now finally, by the 
Divine decree, taken the place, for all true Believers, of the 
previous temporary and imperfect conclusions. Hence no 
one can in any true sense be a l\fo);iammadan who accepts 
the three great truths we have above enumerated but refuses 
to give his adherence to all the rest of Mul;i.ammad'st teaching. 
It would be manifestly incorrect, therefore, to regard these 
truths as the foundation upon which the faith rests. On the 
co~trary, it is based entirely upon l\fu];ia'mmad's unsupported 
claim to be the last and greatest of the Prophets. 
:Mu];iammad is reported to have summed up the chief doctrinee 
and injunctions of his religion in the followingf words :
" Islam is founded upon five points : (1 ), the testifying that 
th8re is no God but Goo, and that Mu];iammad is His 8ervant 
and His Apostle : (2), the offering of prayer: (3), the pay• 
ment of Zakat (alms fixed by Divin(! law.): (4), the 
Pilgrimage§ to Mecca: ( 5), and Fasting during Ramadlian. 

MuJ;iammad's teaching, even with reference to the three 
great truths previously mentioned, is not free from grave 
defects. It is the glory of Islam that it teaches that Goo 
alone should be worshipped, that it recognises GoD ag 
Personal, Omniscient and Almighty, the Creator and Pre• 
server, the Master and Judge of all Creation. But of a GOD 
of h.1finite holiness, of infinite justice, and of infinite love, 
Mu];iammad had no idea whatever. Among the ninety~nine
'l'itles or Namesll of GOD repeated by Muslims, the name of 
Father does not occur. Not only so, but the use of such a 

Ma~ibil), Bombay (Arabic) Edition, p. 487, etc.; also Qi~a~u'l, Anb·,yd, 
near beginning. 

* Vide Mishkat, pp. 505, 506. 
t Cf. "Rusftm-i Hind," Mul_iammadan portion (Pl. II), p. 261 : "In 

the opinion of Muslims, Faith is the pivot upon which all kinds of good 
works turn, and the root of all acts of worship. And its great support is 
to believe in and trust with sincerity of heart &o whatever things his Ea:cellency 
Muhammad stated." 

f MishHt, Bk. I, p. 4. 
§ Mr. Bosworth Smith's contention that the J;lajj or Pilgrimage to 

Mecca is no essential of Mul;iammadanism is thus incorrect. As we see, 
it is, on the contrary, one of the fundamental matters insisted upon by 
Mul)ammad. This one matter will serve to show (what it is hardly 
necessary to demonstrate at full length) that Isla.m 1s as purely local a 
faith as Judaism originally was. 

11 Given fully in Mishkllt, Kitdb Asmd-illdh ta'dla', p. l!Jl, sqq. 
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term with reference to Goo seems to the Muslim to be most 
terrible blaAphemy, Mu\}ammadan theologians tell UFJ that 
the gulf between Goo and Man ii!! so immeasurable that no 
inferences with regard to Goo's dealings can possibly be 
drawn by considering what our intuitions with reference to 
justice or holiness may require.* . A modern writer well says, 
" Theret is no creed the inner life of which has been so com
pletely crushed under an inexorable weight of ritual. For 
that deep, impassable gulf which divides man from God 
empties all religious acts of spiritual life and meaning, and 
reduces them to rites and ceremonies." Hauri writes, "How
ever+ much he" (Mu\}ammad) "discourses about Goo's 
Righteousness, His Wrath against sin, His Grace and Mercy, 
yet Allah is not holy love, not the negation of all self-seeking 
and sensuality. Neither in Holiness nor in Love is He just. 
Towards the ungodly, Love does not attain to its right. 
Allah is quick and ready enough to punish them, to lead 
them astray and to harden their hearts; His Wrath is not 
free from passion. Towards Believers, that Holiness which 
can love nothing impure is defective. Allah can permit His 
Prophet to do things that would otherwise be objectionable: 
to the rest of the Believers also He can permit what is not of 
itself good. . The commandments which Allah gives are 
not the expression of His Nature; they are arbitrary and can 
therefore be retracted and replaced by others. 'l'hus the Goo 
of Mu\}ammad leaves upon us the impression of an arbitrary 
Oriental despot, who makes His enemies experience His 
wrath in a terrible manner, and loads His faithful servants 
with benefits, besides winking at their misdeeds." 'l'he one 
attribute of Goo which to the Muslim mind towers above and 
almost overshadows all others is His almighty Power. Islam 
may with reason be called the Deification of Power. This 
Power may be exercised in the most arbitrary manner, and 
is unrestrained by any law of Holiness or Justice existent in 
the very being of Goo. Hence it is that Mu\}arnmadans 
entirely fail to see the moral obliquity of many of their 

* Al Gha?.7.ll.U, e.g., says: "Nor is His justice to be compared with the 
justice of men, because a ro'l.n may be suspected of acting unjustly by 
invading the possession of another ; but no injustice can be conceived of 
Gon, who can find nothing belonging to any other besides Himself." 
(Quoted by Ockley, "Hist. of the Saracens.") 

t Osburn, " lslil.m under the Khalifs of Baghdil.d," p. 4. 
t " Der Islll.m," p. 45. 
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" Prophet'R" actions. "If we were to do such a thing, it 
would be murder or adultery, as the case may be," they say; 
"but when Mu];iammad the chosen, the Apostle of GoD, 
acted thus, he committed no s.i.n, for God* wmmanded him to 
do so." The fact that it is a moral impossibility for Goo to 
sanction, much less to command, the commission of distinct 
breaches of the eternal Moral Law is quite beyond their com
prehension, and the enunciation of such a statement seems 
to them to be a blasphemous denial of the Omnipotence of 
Gon. 

One of the leading features in the Religion of M u];iammad 
is the belief it inculcates in an inexorable Fatet by which all 
things are ruled for time and for eternity. A Tradition 
declares that before creating the world Goo caused to be 
written down all that should happen on earth, even to the 
extent ofthe movement produced by the rustling of a leaf+ 
upon a tree. The happiness or misery of every man in the 
next world was decided by the Divine decree long before his 
creation. The Qur'an represents Goo as saying, " Verily§ I 
will fill Hell with men and genii," and makes Him declare 
that He created them for this veryll purpose. " Goo," we are 
repeatedly assured, "misleadeth1 whom He willeth, and 
guideth aright whom He willeth;" and He says ofHimselfin 

* Mr. B0swocth Smith(" Mohammed and Mohammedanism," pp. 143-4) 
says that the Jewish Rabbis also held that « a Prophet who was properly 
commissioned might supersede any law." If so, this may be another 
Rabbinical idea borrowed by Isl/J.m. But certainly the Old Testament 
shows us that not even David or Solomon couid transgress the moral law 
with impunity. How far Islam in this matter falls behind the morality 
of the Jews, even in the times of the Kings, is weU seeR by comparing 
what the Bible says of David's adultery with Bathsheba, and what the 
Qur'iln says of that of Mu!.,.ammad with Zeinab, the wife (divorced for 
his sake) of his adopted son Zeid. ( Cf 2 Sam. xi, xii, with Sftrah 
XXXIII, 37-40. See also Al Beidhftwi's commentary.) 

t Vide Mishkllt, Babu'l Jman bil Qadr, pp. 11, sqq.; Sftrahs VI, 123, 
125; VII, 177, 185; X, 99; XI, 120; XIII, 27, 30; XVI, 39, 95; 
XVII, 14; XVIII, 16; XXXII, 17; LXXIV, 34; LXXVI, 29, 30; 
LXXXI, 28, 29 ; XCV, 4, 5, etc. 

t "Qi§ll§U'l Anbiyti.," p. 4 . 
.§ Sftrah XI, 120, and Sftrah XXXII, 13. 
,I\ Sftrah XI, 120; VII, 178. 
'If Sftrah LXXIV, 34 ;-

1 
- .,,,,. .,,, (., .,., (.,/;' ·-.,,,,,, (., .,,, ,,_ -c ~ p 

:1U.:, ~ ._si¥..J ~~ i:.r .ill\ J~-.. / 

N 
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the Qur'an, "As for every* man, We have firmly fixed his fate 
(lit. his bird) upon his neck." Itis unnecessary to dwell upon 
this point as it is so well known. The word" Islam" denotes 
self-surrender or re.~ignation, but it is resignation to such a 
Deity as this, the resignation of impotence, of terrm·, and of 
despair. The proper and fitting attitude of the pious Muslim 
towards Gon. Mu};lammadan theologians tell us, is that of the 
corpse when in the hands of the washers of the dead.f The 
evil results which this blighting and soul-deadening doctrine 
has produced in every Mu};lammadan country can be appre
ciated by none but those personally acquainted with Eastern 
lands. 

Although the obligation to offer Prayer to Gon is most 
fully recognisedf by every Muslim, yet Islam fails to realise 
what Prayer really is. It is regarded as a duty imposed by 
the arbitrary§ fiat of Gon, rather than -as a spidtual means·of 
refreshment and of enabling the worshipper to hold com
munion in spirit with Gou. Indeed, of such communion 
Mul;iammad never even dreamed.JI The worshipper is 
required to offer his homage to his Master at certain fixed 
times in the day, and in doing so he must use definitely pre
scribed genufl.exions and prostrations, and he is obligerl to 
follow with the utmost precision the appointed ritual. If he 
fails in this, ·his prayer is ineffectual, no amount of heart 
devotion can render it acceptable to GoD, nay rather it is 
turned into sin,1 '' Resting on the arms while at prayer is 
pleasing to the people of Heli" said the "Prophet." The 
amount of merit attached to a prayer is greatly dependent 

* Slira.h XVII, 14 :--
_pj,, ..,,.,..J, ,,.,. ;, / (;/(..:l ,,,,. (., ~i'/ 

AA.A;~ ~u., iLl....)\ .:>WI JS'J 
,,,,..,,. ",,,,. ,,., ,:;, J,, 

t Hauri, " Der Islil.m," p. 76. 
:t: Vide MishMt, Kitabu'~ ~alat ; Qur'an passim; also A. von Kremer, 

"Kulturgeschichte des Orients," Vol. II, pp. 30, sqq. 
§ Vide the account which Qatadah /?ives of how Gon commanded 

Mnl;iamruad during his" Night_Journey 'to command his people to offer 
fifty times a day their prayers, but how on Mul;iammad's entreaty the 
number was reduced to fove, whereupon a heavenly herald proclaimed in 
Gon's name, "I have completed My injunction and removed a burden 
from My servants." (Quoted by Sayyid Al;imad, "Essay on Shaqq-i
Sadr and Mi'raj," p. 31.) 

II Mr. Bosworth Smith acknowledges this (op. cit., p. 199, etc.). 
~ Vide on the whole subject Mishkat, Sifatu' $aldt and Bahu'l .MasdJtd 

wa jJ{awddM i'~ $aldt. 
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upon the place where it is offered. "A prayer in this Mosque 
of mine,"* said the "Prophet," "is better· than a thousand 
prayers anywhere else, except in the Holy Mosque" at 
Mecca. At another time he s~id, "A man's prayert in the 
congregation exceeds in value twenty-five times his prayer 
in his own house." Publie prayers must always be in Arabic, 
even though the great mass of the worshippers may be utterly 
unable to comprehend the words they utter. Even wheu 
offered privately, the prescribed prayers at the five stated 
times ofworship each day must be in Ar,abic, though whenhe 
has offered these the worshipper may then, if he will, address 
Gon in any other language he pleases. 

:2. One of the gravest defects in Islam is the very shallow 
conception of sin+ which it inculcates. Sin is, a Muslim holds, 
the transgression of an arbitrary decree pasfled by the Deity, 
wliich He may rescind at His pleasure. 'l'hus many actions 
which are sinful, because prohibited, here, will be perfectly 
innocent in the next world. For example, there are indica
tions in the Qur'an that Mu};tammad regarded a very great 
excess of unchastity on earth as a sin ; and yet in the same 
volume he encouraged his followers to exertions in the cause 
of their " Prophet" by promising them as · a reward a 
practically unlimited indulgence in this vileness in Paradise,§ 
even before the very throne of Goo! Why GOD should have 
seen fit to forbid such conduct here on earth no Musli£n can 
tell, 'but if we deny ourselves in this matt€r here, we shall, as 
a reward, be permitted the unlimited indulgence of our 
lower appetites)I in the unending After-life!• Again, the 

* Mishkat, p. 59. 
t Ibid., p. 60. , 
l This is well shown in Dr. Hooper's "Christian Doctrine in contrast 

with Hindftism and Isll'tm," pp. 5:-28. 
§ Cf. Stlrahs XLVII, 13, 16, 17; LY, 46-fon.; LVI, 11-39, etc. 
II What a great influence such promises of sensual pleasure have had 

upon Muslims ever since the "Prophet's" time, Arabian historians bear wit
ness. Another evidence is afforded by the care with which every (genuine 
or not) Tradition bearing on the subject has been collected and recorded. 
Many of these Traditions greatly exaggerate the pictures drawn in the 
Qur'an, but are of the same kind for the most part. Attempts have been 
made to explain away all these things by understanding them in a spiritual 
sense, but this is not possible, nor is it at all to the taste of the orthodox 
Muslim, though it may please the Mystic. A good example of such 
attempts is afforded by Mul}.iyyu'ddin's commentary on, e.g., Stlrah LYI 
11, Bqq. So also Al Ghazzali. The author of the controversial work 
"Mizanu'l Mawazin," however, can only urge in defence of such passages 
that they ar,e "s~pported by the Gemara and Talmud." 

, N 2 
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Qur'an and the Traditions prove that Mu1;iammad held that 
good deeds. and even the due observance of the prescribed 
ritual, would suffice to do away* with sin. '' If there be at 
the gate of any one of you," he saidt one day to his companions, 
"a river in which he bathes five times every day, will any 
pollution remain upon him~" 'l'hey answered in the negative. 
" 'l'hen that is what the Five Prayers are like," said he; " by 
means of them Goo wipes out sin." 

The true character of Islam aud the divorce which it, in 
common with all other false faiths, makes between Religion 
and Morality, cannot be better exemplified than in the 
picture which it presents to its professors of the bliss reserved 
for the saved in Paradise. The verses in which these sensual 
gratifications are again and again enumerated in the Qur'an+ 
are unfit to be read aloud to a Christian audience. How 
very attractive Mu];iammad's followers found these things 
may be inferred not only from histOl'y, but also from the 
eager care with which some of their most learned doctors 
have treasured up every tradition§ which represents 
Mu1;iammad as describing these pleasures in what they 
doubtless regarded as still more glowing colours. A single 
sentence from these Traditions will here suffice :-" And 
verily every man among the peop!e of Para<lise shall surely 
wed 500 Houries, and 4,000 virgins, and 8,000 divorced 
women." In one place in the Qur'anll " a more abundant 
reward" is promised to the best among Muslims, but it is not 
stated what this reward is. Those Muhammadan doctors who 
have felt how degrading'J such descriptions of Paradise as 
those we have referred to are, have endeavoured to introduce 
a higher element in virtue of this phrase. They** quote a 

* Cf. Stirah II., 273; Mishk11.t, Kitabu', $alat, Sect. III. 
t Mishkll.t, ibid., Sect. I, p. 49, where see many more such Traditions. 
t E.g., Sftrah LY.I, 11-40; LV, 46 sqq., etc. 
§ Vide the accounts in Al BukMri's "A~ f;lal;til;t," etc., also (summarised) 

-
in Mishkll.t under such headings as ~ I ~I;.., (" Descriptions of the 
Garden," i.e., of Paradise). 

11 Sftrah x, 27 :-
s,,,,..,,,., c.,,,,-c_p,vs, ~ 

i~~J-' ~I ~I d.~ 
'If E.g., Al BeidMwi :ndeavours to prove that the friendship between 

the Houries and the pious in Paradise is merely Platonic. We leave those 
.who can reconcile this idea with such descriptions to do so. 

* Al Ghazzll.lt, for instance, supports the text (quoted by Pocock in 
"Not. ad Port. Mosis," p. 305). 
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Tradition in which Mu];iammad promises as the highest of 
all rewards the *vision of GOD Himself. This idea, if it 
really occurred to Mu];iammad, was evidently derived from 
Christianity,t or from the J ews.t But an attentive study of 
the passages in which the promise is given represents it in a 
more genuinely Mu];iammadan, if to us less attractive, light. 
One of them, however, will suffice for the present: "The§ 
Apostle of Gon said, ' Verily the least of the inhabitants of 
Paradise in rank is he who shall indeed behold his gardens, 
his wives, and his pleasures, and his servants, and his couches, 
extending over the space of 1,000 years' journey, and the 
most acceptable unto GOD among them shall look upon His 
face night and day.' Then he recited (S-0.rah LXXV, 22, 
23) : 'Faces in that day shall be bright, looking upon 
their Lord.'" Here we perceive that the very same passage 
which tells of the Vision of GOD, mentions also the carnal 
delights already referred to, and represents Gon as approving 
of His servants' indulgence in them. Such an idea is not 
more dishonouring to Gon than it is certain to prevent the 
very possibility of true purity of heart, nay all desire to 
attain to it, among the orthodox followers of the '' Prophet.'' 

Space will not permit us to dwell on the many other weak
nesses in the Religion of Islam, on its innate intolerance,11 
its unscienti:6.c1 cosmqgony, its assertion of the truth and 

* MishMt, Kitabu-l Fitan, Babu Ru'yati"lla!t, pp. 492, 493. 
t E.g., Matt. V, 8 ; l Cor. xiii, 12 ; l J olm iii, 2, 3 ; Rev. xxii, 3, 

4, etc. 
i E.f!,, Isaiah xxx, 17. 
§ M1shMt, p. 493 :-

,,,..,,. ? ... .. 

fl~ Jlfo., ..:J.J ~ ~I J~, ~~I~,_ .ill\ J_,..,.J Jt 
- pp 

cilll J.:. ~Jb L\-, ~, ;~ !J.r) ~..\>) ~., ~~J~ 
g., ,,,,. .,<.,..., S .P _p .,., ,p... V 

~..;IJ j.LJ?. li_r:-J _ ·y ,J _ ~., iJ~ AP.-J JI fo.. ~ 
.,,. ?/ ~ ,,,. 

II S1irah V, 37; S1irah IX, 5, 29, etc. 
'If Cf. Mishk§.t, 'Ar§.isu't Tij§.n, Qi§a§u'l Anbiyl\, etc. In the latter book, 

e.g., we are told on the authority of Mu).iammad that the eaith wag 
originally made out of the foam of a wave which Goo created from a. 
gigantic pearl, and that He made that pearl out of primitive darkness. 
The colour of the sky is said to be due to the fact that over the earth 
t-Owers a gigantic mountain named QM, whi?h is made of emerald, and is 
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inspiration of both the Old and the New Testament, coupled 
with the statement of matters quite inconsistent with 
what they teach, its entire absence of proof* That it is an 
essentially anti-Christian creed is abundantly evident from 
many passages, of whfoh it suffices to quote only on_e 
(Surah V, 19), "Verily they blaspheme who say, 'Gon 1s 

· truly the Messiah, Son of Mary.' Say thou: ' Then who 
would possess any claim upon Gon, if He wished to destroy 
the Messiah, Son of Mary, and His mother, anJ all that are in 
the earth ?"t This is perhaps the latest pronouncement of 
the "Prophet" on the great central truth of the Christian 
faith. 

3. It remains for us to consider very briefly the nature of 
the influence which Islam has exerted over the public and 
private life of its professors. However much or however 
little truth any religion may incorporate in its dogmas-if its 
practical results are bad, destructive to what is noblest in our 
common humanity, having a tendency to encourage the free 
development of our lower nature and to prevent mental and 
moral progress,-then such a faith cannot be the revelation of 
the Gon of Love, of Holiness and of .Justice. 

As to the political condition of all Mul;mmmadan lands at 
the present time there is no room for much difference of 
opinion. Misgovernment, tyranny, e~tort:ion, an absolute 
Monarch and an enslaved people are everywhere found in 
these countries. Of the condition of agriculture, the fine 

2,000 years' journey in circumference. A snake of the same length lies 
coiled around the earth. The seven storeys of' the earth rest between the 
horns of a bull named Kajftta, which has 4,000 b,orns, each of the latter 
being 500 years' journey distant fron~ every other. His feet rest on a fish 
b,at swims in water forty years' jo~rney dee:p. : · 
* The o:nZy proofs are (1), Mul;tammad's asserti® of his prophetic office, 

and (2), the (supposed) supernaturally beautiful style o,f tb,e Qur'~ in the 
original. · 
V _,,_,,,. <.,_P, , /C../ .P c.,....O .P .,,,c.,.-.1:J ,..P . .,.! -C ~ ..P, .,,, .,. ~....O .,,,.,,,.,,, V .,,,,,,. 

~ JJ ("?~ ~, d 1 yb .ill,~~ I}\:; d-1 '..fi ~ + 
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arts, commerce, engineering,* science,t and kindred subjects 
there is no need for me to spe::1,k. Slavery+ is sanctioned for 
all time in the Qur'an, and servile§ concubinage with all its 
concomitant evils is not only tolerated but authorized for all 
Muslims by the example of their " Prophet " himself. The 
position of woman among the Muslim~ may not be lower 
than it was among the Arabs in Pre-Islamic times, but it is 
certainly far more degradi,id th11,n that held by Jewish and · 
Christi&,n women in Eastern lands. Woman is regarded as 
man's slave and his plaything. The idea of her having been 
created by Gon to be mll,n's help.,meet, the sharer of his joys, 
the partner of his sorrows, seems never to have entered 
Mugammad's mind, thou.gh he might have learnt it from the 
,Jews, h1td l).e so chosen. lt is not too much to say that such 
a principle is hostile to the genius of lslam. Even to the 
present time, wherever the precepts of the "Prophet" are 

* In most Mul).ammadan countries eveI). wheelecj. carriage11 are !lither 
nnkno~ or are i~ported from other landf!. This is the cl!,Se, e.g., in • 
Persia at the present day. 

t Dr. Draper aud others have lavished epithets of praise upon the 
Muslims of the past for their 11ervices jn the calj.se of Science. But v.here 
ii. all thui Mul,.amm~dan Science now 1 Why (if it js due to Isl&m) did it 
peyer rise upon purely Mul).ammadan ground 1 T4e land& wh!)re Muslim 
cultµre rearecj. iisiilf most proudly in the past were preciseJy those, like 
Jl'[esopotan).ia; Egypt, and Spain, that had long peen the seats of l{)arning 
and ,civilisation. Their philosophy and science caJ:l).e almost exclusively 
from the Greeb, nor could the Muslin1s even render the worki! of the 
literati of Greece into their own tongue. This was done fqr t):i.em by 
Syrian Christians, (Renan, "La11gues Semitiques.") Gibbo11 admits that 
the Arabs maq.e no acj. vance in Geometry beyond Euclid, and tlui,t they 
confess that tl).ey J&arnt Algebra an spite of its Arn.,b~c naJ:l).e-from 
p(.; ;<.,1 

~ \) from the Gree~ Diophantus. They still hold to the Ptolemaic 
system in Astronomy, as the Qur'&n i11deed compels them to do. Such 
attainments as they· made were not the resqlt, mor.eover, of Orthodo:g: 
Isl&m. 'I'hfa has alw~ys been f/,ostile to progress. Science flo. urished at 
BaghdM under the House of 'Abb&s, all of whopi were iµJidiils, auJ 
perished when an orthocj.ox Mul).a~madan revival took. plll,Ce. .See 011 the 
subject Osburn's '! Isl&m under the J{halffs of Baghq.M;" 
' i The difference between the spirit of the Gospel an.d that of the 
Qur'&n in this respect is well ilh:istrate4 by the f:t,ct tl).at1 although aa 
early as-J ustinian's time the' Gospel doctrine of the Fathtirhood of Gon 
and the brotherhood of men 'Iiad. so leavened the RoJD;j,n world and 
affected the stern coriseryatisin of 'Rom:i.n law, that in the "Institutes" 
(Just. Instit., Lib. 1, tit. iii,§ 2), slavefr· is defined as something "con
trary to natme;'' yet' up· to the present tiJne no Mul_iammadan legislator 
has done as mm)h. · 
' ·~ Of., e:9·, S~rah X~XIII, !$2, 
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faithfully obeyed, there is no true family life. The wife 
never eats with her husband. She either waits upon him at 
his meals, if the household is a poor one, or takes her food in 
the seclusion of the !Jaram, while her husband is attended 
upon by his slaves in his own part of the house. Each 
believer may have four* wives at a time, and may divorcet 
them at will and marry others in their stead. In Persia, 
temporary marriages for a month, a week, or even shorter 
periods, are sanctioned by the religious authorities. Although 
the Sunnis regard such marriages:j: as illegal, they are said to 
be of frequent occurrence at Mecca itself during the pilgrim
age. It is impossible and undesirable to detail all the evils 
to which the Religion of Mul;iammad thus gives rise-to tell 
of the divisions in families, the jealousy and hatred between 
half-brothers, between two leg-al wives of the same husband, 
the slanders, the -crimes thus bronght about. Nor does such 
a very "liberal " moral code prevent worse evils, for the 
most unnatural vices and nameless crimes are of frequent 
occurrence. It is painful to refer to these things. Suffice it 
to say that, throughout a large portion of the world, Islam 
has rendered the very conception of a high and pure family 
life impossible. A faith that thus degrades the gentler sex, 
and fails altogether to revere or even acknowledge the innate 
nobleness of feminine humanity and the dignity of wifehood 
and motherhood, is its own condemnation among all 
enlightened men of whatever class or creed they may be. 

4. After what has been said above it is hardly necessary to 
say that it is impossible for anyone who has carefqlly studied 
the subject to affirm that Islam has any claim to be con
sidered to have come from Goo. Is.lam does not and cannot 
satisfy the deepest longings of the human heart. It does not 
reveal Gon in Hiii! Divine Fatherhood, in His Love, His 
Justice, or His Holiness. It does not show Man his true 
position in Gon's sight, nor does it teac4 him what sin is and 
how to gain release from its power. Isl:tm is opposed to all 
freedom of thought, to all true progress, whether moral or 
intellectual, political or religious. It is only in Muslim lands 
at the present day that the profession of Christianity means 
the convert's death at the executioner's hands. Such being 

* Sftrah IV, 3. . 
t Vide Mishkat, " Babu 'l khul' wa:~tilaq," pp. 285, sqq. 

t Mishkat, p. 264. Such a marriage is called~ in Arabic. 
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the case, it is evident that Mul;iammadanism cannot, with 
advantage to any section of the human mce, take the place 
Divinely assigned to Christianity. T? talk, as some do, as if 
the Religion of the "Prophet of Arabia" were well suited to 
the Semites, or to the Mongol and Turkish races, or again to 
the Negro-is merely to show one's self culpably ignorant at 
once of human nature, of Christian truth, and even of Islam 
itself. Such platitudes will never satisfy anyone who has at 
heart the highest interests of his fellow-men. 

Just as was the case at Rome at the close of one of the 
great mons in the world's history, so now among ourselves, 
there are men, priding themselves on their enlightenment and 
liberality of sentiment, who-as their prototypes worshipped 
Isis and Serapis, or again followed Epicurus or Plato, accord
ing as the varying fashion of the day might impel them-are 
ready to call themselves now Agnostics, now Buddhists, and 
now Mul;iammadans, as the fancy may strike them. Such 
men may perhaps bolster up Islam for a time, and thus for 
a time retard its inevitable downfall. But, in spite of their 
utmost efforts, the true nature of this religious system will 
become generally known, and will then be seen to be indefen
sible. Mul;iammad is in every way unfitted to be the ideal 
of a single human being. I:p spite, therefore, of its many half 
truths borrowed from. other systems, it is not too much to 
say that Islam has pTeserved, in the life and character of its 
Founder, an enduring and ever active principle of degrada
tion and deca;r, 

APPENDIX. 

After the proof-sheets of this paper were in my hands, there 
appeared a very important book entitled "The Spirit of 
Islam" (Syed Ameer Ali), which constitutes in itself a sign 
of the way in which orthodox Islam is losing its hold on the 
minds of thoughtful Muslims who have come in contact with 
Western thought. The author professes (Preface) his hope 
that his book" may assist the Muslims of India to achieve 
their intellectual and moral regeneration," and may at the 
same time " help in the diffusion of Islamic ideas in the 
West." 
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It is unnecessary to say anything here with reference to 
the readiness with which the author accepts modern Rational
istic theories regarding the origin of some of the leading 
doctrines of Christianity, and how decidedly he manifests his 
opposition to the truth of the Deity of our Lord, and other 
cardinal doctrines of the Bible. No one would expect to find 
him an authority upon such matters as these. But he claims 
to be received as such when he treats of Islam. And yet 
anyone at all acquainted with the Qur'an and the Traditions 
(A};i.adith) may readily perceive that in reality the Sayyid 
represents orthodox Mu}_lammadanism as it actually exists and 
has existed from the "Prophet's" time to the present, about 
as fairly as Strauss, Baur, De Wette, and others of the same 
scliool, may be taken to represent tlie Chrit1tianity of the Ne-µ, 
Testament ! Any Western student of Mul;iamniadanism who 
trusts to "The Spirit of Islam" as an exponent of Muslim 
belief will find himself wofully mistaken. A careful reader 
may observe this for himself by-re!l,ding betwe~n th~ ~ines. A 
few examples, howevf:)r, of the gulf which separates Ameer Ali 
and the modern" reform" party in India from Muhammad's 
own teachings may be noted. The Goo of Muhammad i!'I 
the Almighty Creator, AmeE:lr Ali repeatedly professes 
Pantheism, or quotes with special approval Pantheistic 
passages (Introd., p. 664, &c.): Mu}_lammad profess13d to 
receive the Qur'an directly froµi th13 A:µgel Gab:riel by Divine 

-inspiration, and taµght that every word and letter was of 
Divine authority. Arpeer Ali tells us that Mu]}ammad taught 
an eclectic faith, and confesses that he borrowed from the 
Docetism of Chnstian heretics (PP: 56-58), from ~eid tlie 
I_Ianif (p. 80, note), from Zoroa1::1triauism (pp. 387, 3!:J4), anq 
that his teaching shows a gradµal clevelopment (pp. 398-
400). In this I quite agree with him : but no orthodo~ 
Muslim would consider this other than gross blasphemy. 

The Sayyid has so far profited from Western thought that 
he is able to declare himself the foe of polygamy and slavery. 
But he demands too µmch from onr credulity, or depends 
unduly on the crassness of oµr ignorance of the Qur'an, when 
he ventures to tell us that MulJ:a1nrna:d agreed with him in all 
this. His attempt to explain Mu}_lammad's many marriages 
as being formed only from. mqtives of the purest and most 
unselfish charity (p. 331, sqq.), is admirable as an example of 
able casuistry. 'l'he method in which he strives to rescue 
his master's memory from the stain of cniel and cowardly 
murder is ingenio-qs in the e~treme, if not ingenuous, but i~ 
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by no means convincing to those who have even the very 
i;lightest acquaintance with Ibn Hisham and Mu);iammad's 
other Arabian biographers (p. 162, sq~-). 

'I'he Sayyid endeavours with great ability to s~ow that 
the spirit of Islam has eyer been forward in the encourage
ment oflearningand scienpe. Bµt he (quite unintentionally) 
refutes himself by confessing that the very dynasties. (e.g, that. 
of the F~timides in Egypt, and the 'Abbasides in .Mesopo
tamia) itnder whick Mu!J,ammada'Q, (sq-ca~led) learning flourished 
were devoted followers of tbe l'tizdl and similm· schools OJ 
pliilosop!ty, which he himself compares'(and rightly) with the 
Rationalistic movenrnnt in Modern Europe (pp. 4!J6, 520, 571, 
610, sgq., 646), "Di§!tingl1is~ed scholars, prominent physi
cists, mathematicians, historians-all the world of intellect 
in fact, including the Caliphs, belonged to the Mu'tazalite 
School" (p. 610). A little further on he adds:-

" When Mutawakkil was raised to the throne the Rational
ists w~:re the directing power · of the State; they held the 
chief offices of trust; they were professors in colleges, 
superintendents of hospitals, diri:ictors of observatories; they · 
were merchants; in fact they represented the wisdom and 
wealth of the Empire; Rationafo;m was the dominating 
creed among tµe educated, the intelleptual, and influential 
classes of the community " (p. 646): When these heretics 
lost their political power and ortµodox Mu);iammadanism 
(styled Patristicfsm by Ameer Ali) again asserted its authority, 
the short but brilliant period of intellectual growth and 
progress in Muslim lands swiftly passed away. It is unfair, 
therefore, to attribute to l~ldin results which ensued from the 
cultivation of Aristotelian philosophy and Grecian science, 
and which disappeared for ever wh~n the true Spirit of Islam 
re-asserted itself. 'l'be result of the latter in every Mul;tam
madan land has been what the author well states regarding 
one part of the Muslim world:-" A de~th-like gloom settled 
upon Central Asia, which still hangs heavy and lowering over 

. these unhappy countries" (p. 589): . 

'l'he CHAIRMAN (D. HoWARD, Esq, D.L., F.C.S.).-We have to 
thank Mr. Tisdall £or a very valuable paper, one of 11, kind that 
is much needed now. In spite of our pride as to the advance of 
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science, there is a terrible tendency to neglect the very con<litions 
of exact science; when we get beyond physical science, in which 
those advances b_ave been made, instead of the verification of facts 
and theories we too often substitqte pqre deductions from our 
own ideas for actual facts i and this has been very much the case 
jn dealing with foreign religions, and with Islam, perhaps, more 
than any. 

We have pictures of Muhammadanism which are founded, as 
has been truly stated, not on an accurate knowledge either 
of the literary souPce of Islam, or even by a study of the 
Koran in the original, but on second or third hand means of 
knowledge eked out by imagination. It is a terrible result of 
civilisation when it turns back upon itself ip. the path of pro
gress to seek something strange and new in the field of imagina
t,ion. It is a feature of our boasted later civilisation, no doubt, 
that because a thing is unknown we turn to it rather than tu that 
we have known. 

Undoubtedly it is right to be just to our antagonists, as the 
author of this paper is, but in regard to Islam we have more even 
than mere history to go upon. We may learn of Muham
madanism what is actually found to be its working on those who 
adopt it, and that is a sonnd basis of knowledge to go upon, 

The following letters from members unable to be present were 
then received : -

From Sir THEODORE .B'oRD :-
I should not have venf.ured to make an observation on this 

paper had it not been for the request made that anyone who has 
made the subject of Islam an object of study should, if practicable, 
take part in our customary discussion on papers read to us. The 
more I consider the treatment of the subject by the Rev. W. St. 
Clair Tisdall, the less opportunity I feel there is for discus,iion. 
The conclusion drawn as to the sources from which Muhammad 
framed his religions system seems one proved almost to demon
stration from the authorities cited, strengthened as those are by 
the consideration of the extreme a priori probability of the case; 
and if I venture to say anything, it is rather in confirmation of 
the writer's opinions as to the moral products of Islam, than with 
a view to add to, confirm, or detract from the results of the 
historic examination which he has made of the sources and 
character of Islam itself. 

A good many years' residence in countries where a very large, 
and sometimes major, proportion of the population are followers uf 
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Muhammad, and a not inconsiderable insight into thP.ir social and 
family life which a judicial position gave, enables me to speak 
-with some confidence on the moral effects of the two systems, 
Christianity and Islam. Deplorable as we must all feel to be the 
decadence from the moral standard of their creed of but too 
numerous a multitude of the disciples of Christ, whether regarded 
from the standpoint of the individual or from their corporate 
existence as constituting a Christian Church, it yet remains true 
that the normal practice of the Christian is on a much higher moral 
level than the normal practice of the Muhammadan ; and even in 
particular cases where a more favourable judgment would be given, 
the standard and practice of the "good Muhammadan" falls 
greatly short of one who comes within a measurable dist.aµce of 
living up to the moral teachings of Christ. This truth runs through 
the family as the individual life. These are, at least, the opinions 
which some little experimental acquaintance with the question 
has led me to form, and as such are offered by way of a con• 
firmative contribution to the views expressed by Mr. Tisdall on 
pages 170 and 174 of his paper. 

From the Very Rev. E. M. GouLBURN, D.D., late Dean of 
Norwich:-

! have looked through Mr. Tisdall's paper, and it seems to be a 
most learned, exhaustive, and valuable treatise on a subject on 
which many well-meant but shallow views have been entertained. 

I have not observed in the notes (although it may be there) any 
reference to Forster's "Mahometanism Unveiled," a book which had 
a deserved popularity in its day, but which is now forgotten, 
though doubtless obtainable at bookstalls. As far as I remember 
it exhibited very powerfully the truth set forth in the sentence 
opening up the second section of the paper, as to the secret of the 
success of Mahometanism (for I cannot accommodate myself to the 
modern method of spelling), and drew out in a masterly way how 
Ishmael was a sort of debased copy of Isaac. The author, Bishop 
J ebb's Chaplain, was a man of mark: in his day. 

From Mr. HoRMUZD RASSAM :-
I need not say that the author has handled the subject most 

admirably, and exposed the so-called revelations of the Koran in a 
plain and tangible manner. 

The CHAIRMAN.-There are many here who are well qualified to 
speak on the paper, and I will now ask them to give us the benefit 
of their views. 

Rev. HENRY LANSDELL, D.D., M.R.A.S.-I feel very strongly the 
force of what our Chairman has said as to the exceeding value of 
this paper, because it has so truly worked out and given us 
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reference to the various authorities against which it speaks; I 
came here to-night to say a few words upon the subject, but from 
a very different standpoint. I have seen, as a traveller, a very 
large portion of those partii of the world where Muhammadanism 
obtains-as you will see from the map here exhibited, the lines on 
which represent my journeys. In Russian Tnrkistan, one sees 
Muhammadanism in a certain form. .Again in the valley of the 
Tarim you see sundt'y variations. Then coming down into India 
you firnl remains of what appears to have been a superior Muham
madan civilisation to that in Tnrkistan. Going up the valley of 
the Euphrates I continued through Palestine, observing certain 
phases of Muhammadanism there, and then went on to Tripoli, 
and visited the famous :Muhammadan town of Kairouan. Thence 
i continued through .Algiers and across to Spain, where I visited 
the Muhammadan remains at the .Alhambra and in other towns. 
ltaving' seen then, as a traveller, a good deal of the countries where 
this religion obtains, I am bound to say that almost everything 
in the paper is in accordance with what I have witnessed. I 
eannot go to anything like the depth that the paper does, nor do I 
approach the subject as an .Arabic scholar, or from any wide extent 
of reading, but rather from what struck me in Muhammadan 
countries, and what I have read in the Koran. I£ Muham
madanism be tested by this book; it seems to show great literary 
Weakness. Its pages struck nie as singularly wanting ih ·coherence. 
I believe a considerable portion of it was written on boneR, the 
shoulder blades of sheep, and substances of that kind, and one 
might almost think that :Muhammad had handed them over to a 
copyist without reference to order. One cannot help comparing 
the Koran with the writings of the New Testathent. Take, for 
example, the Epistle to the Romans. There, you evidently have 
the writing of a man who understood logic and rhetoric, and who 
knew how to frame his arguments. His first chapter is different 
from his sixth, and occupies a different place in his reasoning. The 
author has a line of thought to go upon and to work out; but 
nowhere in the Koran could I see this. You take a chapter which 
begins with. a flourish of trumpets, perhaps after a battle, but as 
you proceed you do not get a subject argued out, or an appeal to 
reason, bnt certain statements are thrown down, and you are ex
pected, without questioning, to believe and accept them. .Again, I 
was struck by the absence of pathos and of connected stories, 
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if I may so put it. It would be quite easy to find half a dozen 
pasRages in either the Old or the New Testament which are 
universally recognised as beautiful in their literary composition. 
Take the parable of the Prodigal Son, containing I suppose about 
five hundred words. I should be exceedingly sorry for anyone to 
require of me, as a literary exercise, and using only five hundred 
words, to write a story with as much detail, as much pathos and 
beauty as in this pearl of parables. 1 could not do it, and I doubt 
whether any living writer could; but I am bold enough to think 
that you could find plenty of English authors who could write as 
good a book as the Koran, so wanting is it in literary power and 
in argument; whilst, as the writer of the paper has shown, its want 
of originality and its plagiarism are patent. I had observed this 
in reference to the Old and New Testaments, but I did not know 
the plagiarism was so wide as the writer of the paper has shown. 
There is another point of difference compared with the writers of 
the Old and New Testaments. You never catch one of them 
incorporating a myth or making a palpable blunder, whereas in 
the Koran yon have a man telling you "that the Hebrews in 
t.he wilderness were persuaded by a Samaritan to make the Golden 
Calf." Then if you take Muhammadanism as tested by its results, 
one sees in it the lower instincts of man developed_:_a love of war 
and of lust. As to the degradation of women, one does not know 
wher~ to begin. You have heard a little about it; but the most 
horrible thing I have ever known is the syotem of temporary m~r
riages practised in the valley of the Tar1m; especially in Kashgar 
The Russian Consul told me that during the five years he had lived 
there, he had known many gil'ls to have twenty husbands before 
they were twelve years old! Temporary marriages are sanctioned 
for a week. I am not sure whether they are not for a day, and it 
is common for men there to change their wives five or six times a 
year; and that, be it observed, is in a place where Muhammadanism 
has had full sway for a great many years, and where, if the system 
were good, it ought certainly by this time to have shown itself. 
The writer of the paper says " the Sunnis do not allow the legality 
of these marriages," I do not presume to contradict him, but, it is 
the practice in Kashgar. It may be that they do it in spite of the 
law rather than in the keeping it. Again, I notice in Muham
madanism a neglect of the higher faculties of man. You look in 
vain for mercy to the slave. Everywhere there is slavery in 
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Muhammadan lands, and we never hear 0£ a Muhammadan 
pntting forth his hand to stop that curse. Pity, again, for the 
sick is almost unknown. I can scarcely remember a native 
hospital or an institution 0£ the kind founded by Muhammadanism. 
Again, I notice in Muhammadanism an absence of one of the 
grandest features in Christianity, viz., of !!elf-denial for others. 
Therefore it seems to me to be highly n:nsuitable as a religions 
system for the human race. Its standard of morality is palpably 
low, and those who want such a standard may well be pleased to 
become Muhammadans. Again, it lacks a perfect model. Look at 
the man Muhammad, and the very thought of taking him as an 
example should be wholly and utterly disgusting to any right
minded or pure man or woman. So that if we judge the religion 
by its book, or by what it has produced in the countries that profess 
it, Muhammadanism is certainly found wanting. 

Rev. Dr. K<ELLE.-I desire to join in expressing the pleasure I 
have felt in the reading of this paper. Perhaps the author will not 
object to a little criticism. 

I will begin with the three words of which the author denies 
the Arabic origin, viz., jannat, a garden, jinn'i, spirits, and din, 
religion. All these three words the learned lecturer said were· 
of foreign origin; jannat he traces to Hebrew origin, and the two 
others to Avestic origin. That is a mistake, because all these three 
words have clear and distinct roots in the Arabic language. 
Jannat is derived from janna, to cover, shelter, or as we call it, 
pro-tect. It means a protected place, or as in English, a garden, 
i.e., a guarded place. This root, it is true, exists in Hebrew, but 
it is equally an Arabic root, and there is no reason to suppose that 
Muhammad went to· the Hebrew for a word which be had in his 
own language. So with regard to Hur or Houries, the young ladies 
of Paradise, that has not only an Arabic (Hara), but a general 
Semitic root, in Hebrew Khur and Khawar. Now, what does it 
mean? It means to be white, brilliant; and simply designates a 
lady with a very white skin and with black eyes of fascinating 
brilliancy and lustre. It was known that the tawny ra0es con
sidered it the height of human beauty to have an excessively 
white skin. Even now it is notorious how the Turks esteem the 
Circassian beauties for the same reason. Din, religion, is a 
perfectly Arabic word; and there is no reason why we should go 
to another language for its source. Din comes from dana, to owe, 
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to serve. It means a debt (dein, dina) which a man owes to his 
God, and it is therefore identical with our word religion, if derived 
from the· Latin relig~re. This meaning is also reflected in the 
whole nature of Muhammadanism, which looks on all religious 
acts as a debt which a servant owes to his master. These are 
trifles ; but I should like to make a few other remarks of & 

dµferent nature. 
There are three omissions I observe in the paper, one in each of 

the three points concerning Islam, viz., "Its origin, its strength, 
and its weakness." As regards its origin, 'the author abundantly 
showed how Islamic doctrines were to be found in pre-existing 
religions; bat he merely takes it for granted that therefore they 
must have been taken from previous religions. Now I should 
have been very glad to hear him explain how and why the relics 
of previously existing religions came to form the substance of a 
religion which professes to have been expressly revealed by the 
angel Gabriel to Muhammad. This forms a very interesting 
psychological and historical question, and it is one upon which we 
ought to have heard something. The second omission is as to the 
strength of Islam. The author devotes three pages to its strength, 
and he tells us that it consisted in the truths or half~truths 
borrowed from other religions. But what does it mean-to speak 
of the strength of Islam and not even once to mention the sword? 
It certainly is one of the sources of the strength of Islam, if not the 
chief source. As soon as Muhammad's power began to be estab
lished· in Medina, that place became too hot for the .Christians, 
and they had to seek safety by emigrating to Mecca. The two 
great Arab tribes of Medina, the Awsites and Khazrajites, sub
mitted to the new power from anything but religious motives; and 
very many of them, wholly nnconvinced, yielded to the force of 
circumstances, and embraced the militant religion, as the earliest 
Muhammadan historian tells ns, "to save themselves from death." 
They were the large party known as "hypocrites." Not regard 
for truth, but dread of the sword made them Moslems. At 
Muhammad's death all Arabia had been subjected to Islam. But 
whilst he lay still unburied such dissensions broke out in Medina, 
that Saad, the leader of the opposing party, was nearly killed, and 
order was only restored with the greatest difficulty. As soon as 
the news of Muhammad's death reached Mecca, Islam was openly 
repudiated, and his representative, Attab, had to hide himself for 

0 
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days, from £ear of being slain, till one of the leading men who 
formerly had received from Muhammad the present of 100 camels, 
came forward and declared, "Many of you say that the death of 
Muhammad will be the death of Islam; but I tell you, it will only 
be the means of making Islam stronger : for we shall not hesitate 
to cut off the head of anyone whom we suspect." Throughout 
Arabia the Islamic yoke began to be cast off; and Abu Bekr's 
fanatical troops had the greatest difficulty, and suffered several 
defeats, in finally restoring the Muhammadan sup;emacy. The 
terrorism then started has prevailed ever since in the world of 
Islam; and it is notorious that even now in its decrepitude every 
Mussulman who relinquishes his religion thereby forfeits his life. 
But for the ·use of the sword, we should probably never have heard 
either of Muhammad or of Islam. It is therefore an inexcusable 
omission, in setting forth the strength of Islam, to ignore its sword 
and its terrorism. 

I also think the author might have said more about the anti
Christian character of Muhammadanism.· It professes to supersede 
and to replace Christianity. This is the gravest charge against it. 
'l'hese things I think it would have been well to have dwelt upon, 
especially as there are means enough in the present day to have 
assisted in so doing ; but the paper itself, so far as it goes, is good, 
clear, and useful. 

Professor 0RCHARD.-This paper, to my mind, is one of the most 
able and satisfactory contributions to the subject of Islam. I 
think the · author has certainly shown that there is such ~ 
difference, not to say opposition, between Islam and Chrisbianity, 
that Islam can never in any sense become a true substitute £or 
Christianity, nor can it ever prepare the way for Christianity. 
Some of the fundamental conceptions of the two systems are not 
only different, but absolutely irreconcilable. A system that has 
the idea of God which Islam has-and that idea of sin which Islam 
has-that idea of the relation between God and man which Islam 
has-a system which knows nothing whatever of the need of the 
covering blood of God's own Lamb, can never be in any real or true 
alliance with Christianity. 

I could have wished that the author had said a little more about 
what seems to me to be the characteristic feature of Islam, that is 
to say, its fatalism. It is very much through its fatalism, I think, 
t.hat the system has obtained the immense hold it bas on so 
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many of the human family. Why should fatalism be welcomed ? 
It is opposed to experience, to logic, and to our intuition ; and yet 
it is liked, and why? Because fatalism does away with free-will, and 
free-will is the necessary element for obedience or disobedience to 
God. Hence, Islam, in doing away with free-will, does away, 
logically, with sin, and that being done away with, responsibility is 
gone, and there is no reason for Jiving so as to please God as the 
God of holiness and as the God that hates sin. That is one 
reason why Islam had such an acceptance, not only was it 
propagated by the terrors of the sword, but it pandered to the 
lowest passions of men and did away with responsibility. 

Rev. 0. BEVEN, M.A.-While welcoming the earnest language 
that has been used as to the Islam conception of God, so utterly 
unlike the Christian conception, and also the Islam conception of 
sin, I would refer to Dr. Mosely's remarks on the point in the 
Hampton Lectures, for like most of what he wrote, it is very forcible. 
A point in the system to which no allusion has .been made, and 
one that seems rather to contradict these featui·es is, that Muhs.m
madanism inculeates and fosters a very strong sense ot brother
hood. This may seem utterly incompatible with their dealing in 
slaves, but it is a fact that I have noticed in Ceylon where 
Muhammadanism is strong, 

Dr. T. CHAPLIN.-! beg permission to say a few words, because 
for some twenty.five years of my life I have been in almost daily 
intercourse with Muhammadans in various classes of society. One 
or two things seem to me to have been omitted or passed over too 
lightly in this very valuable paper; one is in connection with the 
strength of Mnhammadanism.-It has been said that too little 
weight has been given to the consideration that Muhammadanism 
was propagated by the sword and upheld by the sword. That, uo 
doubt, is true, but I think we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that 
although this was the case in the past it is not the case at the 
present time. Unless I am misinformed there are something like 
forty or fifty millions of Muhammadans enjoying the protection of 
the British Crown, and there would seem to be no reason why 
those forty or fifty millions of Muhammadans should not give 
favourable consideration to the doctrines and claims of Christi
anity. There must be some reason which does not lie on the 
surface, why the teaching of Muhammad has taken such a hold on 
men's minds, especially in Eastern countries ; and it seems to me 
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that not quite sufficient stress is laid on the security that Mu
hammad promises for his adherents in the next world. Over and 
over again it has boon said to me by Muhammadans, "You ask me 
to throw over my religion and to embrace the doctrine of 
Christianity. Why should I? I am in a position of absolute 
safety for the future. When I turn to Christian books I find that 
Christians are never secure of tli_eir future till the day of their 
death. My destiny in the fut"\l,re does not depend upon my course 
of life here or upon an,vthiHg I do, but it is s1;eured by the fact 
of my being a believer in the doctrine of ::Muhammad, wh:i,le you 
Christians must not only believe in Christ but you have to deny 
yourselves year after year during the whole course of youl' 
existence, and are taught to believe that yuu may £ail at 
last." 

There is another point to which I would allude, and that is that 
the history of Muhammadanisru a:ffords most i:Qstructive proof of 
the fact that a system that is false can never be a stepping-stone 
to a system that is tru.e, ,v e do not find that Muhammadan truths 
or half-truths lead men to Ohrist~on the contrary, they form an 
almost insuperable barrier to Christian truth. 

I think that the discussion on tnis valuable paper teaches us 
a lesson, as Christian men and women, that there is a great 
responsibility resting on us in reference to the Muhammadan 
world. I have not time to more than refer to one thing that is 
uppermost :i,n my mind as to the strong hold of Muhammadanism 
on Western Asia, which is the condition and practice of the 
Christian Churches, Whatever we may think in our charity with 
regard to those whose views differ from our own, it is certain that 
Muhammadans in Western Asia think that Christians are the 
worshippers of Mary, that they are guilty of other idolatries 
besides, that in- fact their whole system is a system of idolatry; 
and this is a terrible hindrance to the progress of Chrisiian truth 
amongst Muhammadans, who r-egaro God as an invisible and 
immaterial being, 

A VISITOR.-! have had much intercourse with well educated 
natives of all kinds of religions during my long sojourn in 
Western Asia, and I have come to the conclusion that one of the 
causes of the want of the success of Christianity there is greatly 
due to the brusque manner of Western Christians in their inter
course with the natives, whose manners are of a very opposite 
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kind. Moreover, Christianity is represented there by so many 
opposing sects. 

The CHAIRMAN.-! will now call upon the author to reply. 
Some of those who have criticised the paper certainly seem to be 
agreed upon one point, namely, the wish that we had more of ~he 
paper. 

The .AUTHOR.-! must in the first place avail myself of the 
opportunity of thanking those who have so kindly criticised my 
paper, and still more those who have criticised it adversely. 

With regard to what Dr. Lansdell has said as to the legality or 

otherwise of temporary or X marriages among the Sunnis, 

I am aware .that the law is broken in certain places, even at 
Mecca itself during the rilgrimage. But the Sunni doctors 
certainly regard these marriages as illegal (vide traditions collected 
in the Mishkdtu 'lMafdbi~), though the Shi'ahs sanction them. 

Dr. Krelle has very justly referred to many omissions in my 
paper. No one can be more conscious of its numerous short
comings than I myself am. But I may fairly plead that it was im
possible for me in a single paper to deal at all folly with the whole 
field covered by the word Islam. That subject is such a wide one 
that I thought it best to confine myself strictly to the consideration 
of orthodox or Sunni Muhammadanism. This entailed the omission 
of ~II detailed references to particular sects and to the vast and 
deeply interesting field of Muslim Mysticism, which is a study apart 
and of itself. For this cause i have not attempted to deal with 
Muhammad's life and charact:er, nor have I spoken of the reason 
for the spread of Islam. My subject was " Islam; its Origin, its 
Strength, and its Weakness," and to this I have endeavoured to 
confine myself. Those who desire to see the subject fully dealt 
with cannot do better than to consult Dr. Kc:alle's own admirable 
work, "Mohammed and Mohammedanism." .Among my other 
omissions Dr. Krelle has pointed out the fact that I have not dwelt 
upon the psychological phenomena presented by the· development 
of the faith in Muhammad's own mind. I confess to the impeach
ment, for I felt that matter to be beyond my depth, a.nd have 
therefore acted on the principle, "Ne sutor ultra crepidam." Bat 
I may add that Dr. Krelle has admirably treated the question in 
the book to which I have referred. 

I designedly omitted all reference to the sword and to the spread 
o 2 
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of Muhammadanism owing to that, its most trenchant argument. 
Everyone is aware that it is not the sword which now upholds 
Islam. This has been ably pointed out by Dr. Chaplin. Yet I 
have stated that any Muslim who openly professes Christianity 
still does so at the risk of his life. I fancied that all would 
observe the distinction between strength and power. The former 
word-as is clearly seen in the phrase" Their strength" (not power) 
"is to sit st,ill "-denotes the defensive as opposed to the offensive 
aspect of the religion. This will perhaps suffice to show that my 
title is not a misnomer. I cannot plead guilty to the charge of 
having entirely omitted to point out how relics of previously 
existent religions were incorporated into !slain. I think I did so 
as fully as the length of my paper would warrant. 

I must now answer his criticism·on my derivation of the words 
jannat, jinn£, din, and lzur. In speaking of jannat I did not at all 
intend to cleny that the word is a pure Arabic vocable. I quite 
agree with Dr. Koolle as to its derivation. No other idea is tenable. 
I differ from him, however, regarding the three other words. 
Jinn£ cannot be derived from jannat, for by the rules of Arabic 
etymology it would then be jann1,. Again the jinns have no con
nection. whatever with the Muhammadan Paradise (jannat), and 
are not allowed to enter it. 

Dr. K<ELLE.-I inadvertently omitted to say that the word jinni 
(a class of imaginary spirits, the jinns) comes from the same 
root as jannat (garden), viz., janna, to cover, conceal, protect. 
It therefore describes them as invisible beings, who live in the 
invisible world, and become visible only at times. 

The AUTHOR.-If we derive the word jinn1, from the root Janna 
to cover, protect, it is difficult to see why it should not rather 
be jan-£n (on the analogy of qalil from qalla). I therefore 
prefer the derivation I have given in my paper. With regard 
to din the matter stands thus :-In Hebrew, l~':'f means tq rule, 

to judge, and the noun l"":J (Kethib) or l~':'f ( Qr1,) means j1,dgment. 

In Aramaic the root and the noun are the same as in Hebrew, and 

have the same meaning. In Syriac ~ means to judge, and 'li-at 
is judgment. In .Assyrian the word dayanu, a judge, shows that 
the root and its derivatives are of similar significance. In .Arabic 

itself ~I~ means to judge, to owe, etc., and 
5 

;~ means a debt, 
1.:, .. 
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while ~~-signifiesjudgment, condemnation (cf., Qur'an, Surah I., 
... ...:, .Pt,,,,. 

~~I ("Y.. 'day of Judgment'). But I confess I cannot quite see 

how dtn in the sense 0£ religion can come from the same root. It 

is a word perfectly distinct from dein :;.~ "debt," with which 

Dr. Koolle connects it. He 0£ course knows that, as opposed to 
tmun, din denotes rather the outward, ceremonial part 0£ religion, 
the law rather than the faith. In A vestic the word daena means just 
what din does in its second meaning, viz., law, then doctrine, rite 
(cf. Yasna xliii, 9, 11, etc.), aya daenaya, "selon co rite" (Harlez, 
" Gram. de l' A vesta " s. voc.) It is den in Armenian still, and 

comes from ✓ di, Sanskrit ✓ dhi, "to see, to consider." [The 
Avestic word could not be derived -from a Semitic word din, as 
has been suggested. Many Pahlavi words are from Semitic 
languages, but not Avestic ones. J The word J}Tur may be from a 
common Semitic root which in Hebrew means white, and in 
Arabic dark-eyeil. Dr. Koolle adopts the former idea, · while 
Penrice, in his "Dictionary 0£ the Koran," argues in favour 0£ 
the latter. That is one 0£ the charms 0£ a Semitic language! I 
think the derivation from the Avestic hvare, "brilliant," which in 
Pahlavi becomes hur, is 'more likely. Yet, even i£ so, the Arabs 
would naturally try to connect the word with a root in their own 
language so as to give it a meaning (cf. "sparrowgrass" for 
asparagus, and the Greek fancy that baat~ should· be spelt a:Jaai~ 

s 

and derived from aliw, whereas it is really from .:;;,-,.,.)~). 

Another thing that has been pointed out by Dr. Koolle is the 
great difference between Islam and Christianity. This he has done 
more forcibly than I have. I quite agree with him that the two 
religions can never exist in harmony with one another. They 
never have done so and never will. 

As Professor Orchard has said, I have spoken very briefly 0£ 
Muslim Fatalism, because I. thought that it was perhaps the one 
£act generally known in this country regarding Islam. I have, 
however, devoted aboµt hal£ a page (p. 167) to it,-all that my 
limits permitted. 

As to the feeling 0£ brotherhood among Muslims, to which Mr. 
Beven referred, I must say that Muhammadans seem to me to have 
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a feeling of clannishness rather than aught else. Of universal 
brotherhood they have no idea. 

Dr. Chaplin has referred to their assurance of felicity in the 
next world. It is doubtless true that thoughtless Muslims deem 
themselves all right as far as the next world is concerned simply 
because they are Muslims. This idea, however, is not exactly in 
accordance with their creed. There is a tradition to the effect that 
Muhammad said that his religion must excel all others in every
thing, and as there were seventy-two sects among Christians there 
must therefore be seventy-three-or one more-in Islam. Only 
one of these numerous sects is entitled to salvation, and each 
Muslim believes that his own sect is the happy one. Another 
tradition states that on the Day of Judgment Goo will assign to 
every Muhammadan, who would otherwise be condemned, a Jew 
or a Christian to be cast into hell-fire in his stead. Again, any 
Muslim who has in his heart one grain of faith, although he may be 
cast into hell, will yet ultimately be delivered from it. But some 
of the most pious Muhammadans have died in the greatest agony 
of mind. For there is no Atonement in their religion and no proof 
of it upon which they can rely. As a thoughtful Muslim said on 
one occasion after hearing an argument between a friend of his and 
a Christian, "What a fine religion ours is-until you inquire 
into it! " 

I am glad that attention has been called to our responsibility 
with regard to Muhammadanism. It does seem to me a most 
scandalous thing that the Christian Church should have negiected 
the Muhammadan world as it has done for so many hundreds of years. 
Christian England rules over a vast number of Muslims. We surely 
have no reason to be- ashamed of our faith, as we show ourselves to be 
by our carelessness and lukewarmness in this matter. We have as 
yet hardly more than begun missionary work among the Muslims, 
but whatever slight efforts we have made have been blessed by 

· Goo in a way we could hardly have expected. We can point to 
able men, like Imadu'ddin and ~afdar 'Ali in the Panjab, who were 
once champions of Muhammadanism, but who are now preaching 
the Christian faith which once they opposed. 

In conclusion I must thank you all for having S'O kindly listened 
to my paper. (Applause.) 

'fhe Meeting was then adjourned. 
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REM.ARKS ON THE FOREGOING PAPER. 

From Maj01· C. R. CONDER, R.E., D.C.L., LL.D., M.R.A.S., &c. 

The paper on Islam by Rev. W. St. Clair Tisdall, M.A., is a 
scholarly and useful summary of what is known a.s to the real 
character of the Moslem religion. With exception of one point, 
the views as to its relationship to earliel' cr~eds are those to which 
I have called attention from t:ime to time since 188a,• in works 
with which Mr. Tisdall is probably not acquainted. The Christian 
and Jewish elements have long been recognised, but I hacl. not 
oome across any account of the Persian element, which appeared 
to me, when studying the Zendavesta, to be quite as important. 
In fact, Geiger, when writing his celebrated essay on the Jewish 
comparison, waA not aware that many of the Talmudic legends 
and fancies are not original in the Talmud, but were clearly 
borrowed, by the Jewf:l, from earlier Magian beliefs. These ideas 
do not appear in any Hebrew work until after the t.ime when the 
Jews caine into close contact with the Persians. 

I have more than oncl) expressed my belief in the strong 
personal influence of Mµhammad. Of his wild genius and energy, 
and enthusiastic conviction, I think no student can fail to be 
convinced. But he had ~ery little that was original to relate; 
and Islam, while certainly borrowing from all the older Asiatic 
cree~, is distinguished from them by its negations rather than by 
its dogmas. I much doubt if Muhammad read either Jewish 
works or the gospels of the Gnostic Christians. _The vagueness 
of his information seems to point rather to his having picked up, 
orally, the legends of JewR, and Persians, and Gnostics, both from 
the traders with whom he came early in contact, and also from his 
wives, Rihanah, the Jewess, and Maria, the Coptic slave. 

Many Arab tribes were Christian before Muhammad's time 
(Beni Hanifa, Beni Tai, and others). The Jews had penetrated 
into .Arabia some 100 years before he was born (if we may credit 
the history of Dhu Nowas), 11,nd the great towns were full-of Jews 
when the ·new creed was preached, The Persian element was also 
present, and had so £11,r affected .Arab ideas, as to teach some of 
them to hold the dog as sacred as in Persia. 

The evidence quoted is, however, literary only; .and, I think, 

* See" Heth and Moab," Appendix II, pp. 406-416; 1st Edition, 1883, 
" Syrian Stone Lore," li>t Edition, 1886, pp. 324-348. "P,tlestine," 1889, 
pp. 119-12i._ 
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that in some cases monumental contemporary evidence is more 
important, and gives different results to those which we obtain 
from Moslem writers, whose own beliefs coloured their statements, 
and who are, moreover, very late authorities. We have numerous 
inscriptions from Yemen, some from Northern Arabia, others 
N abathean, and others in the Safa alphabet of Bashan ( which is 
Yemenite in origin), which serve to carry us back some l00Oyears 
before Muhammad, and to show us something 0£ what the Arabs 
0£ the "times of ignorance " really believed. To this monumental 
evidence the author does not allude. 

There is nothing surprising in the fact that the early Arabs 
had some knowledge 0£ a single Deity, considering how long the 
Jews and Christians bad dwelt among them before Muhammad 
came, and considering that the idea was known to the Egyptians 
at least as early as 1400 R.C., and perhaps quite as early in 
Chaldea. But I do not think this can be quite regarded as 
monotheism, because the early Arabs, like the Canaanites, 
A.ssyrians, Babylonians, and Phoonicians, were certainly the 
worshippers 0£ very many gods. 

I have not been able to find any evidence, in the monumental 
texts which refer to these deities, which would support the theory 
that they were regarded as "intercessors" with God. That 
seems to me to be rather an attempt 0£ later Moslem writers to 
explain away the true character 0£ the ancient idolatry, which in 
no way differed from that of other ra,:ies. The author says that 
we do not find Baal, Moloch, Ashtoreth, etc., among Arabs ; but 
this does not quite agree with the monumental evidence. The 
Himyarite gods included -,,nny 'Aththar, whose name has been 
compared with that of Istar ( the later Ashto1,eth) ; .,~'D'IV, "the 
heavenly," is apparently only the old Baal Shemim ; and the 
name 0£ El-the older form of Allah-occurs as a compound in 

such titles as ilj?'Q~~. Hobal, worshipped at Mecca, is the old 

~~:liT 0£ Mareb-a name perhaps connected with ~l,':liT, or 

"the Baal" (J~ ), The Assyrian and ·Aramaic influence was 

strong in Arabia from 700 B.C. downwards, and the exclusively 
Assyro-Babylonian god, Sin q,'IV), of the moon, was adored 

even as far south as Hadramaut. These were but a few of the 
many deities, known monumentally, who were adored as indepen
dent powers 0£ Heaven and HAll by early Arabs, Among the 
Nabatheans the same texts show us that the worship was not 

monotheistic, but included the two deities, ~~ and iT~~-the 
Assyrian El and Alai. So Herodotus couples Alilat with Orotal; 
but the proposed explanation 0£ the latter name seems to me very 
doubtful. The antiquity of the Mecca shrine, where the Arab 
Venus was adored, was no doubt very great; but Diodorus does 
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not, I believe, give it the later name of Beit-Allah. 1£ lbn Hisham 
says that idolatry was only fifteen generations old in Mecca in 
Muhammad's time, this only pl'Oves that writing 200 years later 
than the date of the Hegira, he knew very little of the true 
history of that shrine, which has been very carefully studied. 

It should also be remembered that the Koran and the Sunna 
do not represent Islam in all its aspects. The religion of the 
Mo~que and of the College is not the religion of the peasant, in 
the remote villages where no Mosque exists. Nor is it the religion 
of the Sufi mystic, or of the sceptical Moslem philosopher. The 
study of Moslem historians is not sufficient b_y it,self to show what 
Islam is, in all its varieties of higher thought, and lower super
stition, and of conflicting sects. 

With what is said as to the influence of the "religion of Zoro
aster," I concur, and have long since so concurred in print; although 
stndents of the Zendavesta do not appear generally to admit the 
existence of an historical Zoroaster. The name is the old Zara• 
thustra Spitama; or "pure high priest," who was a legendary 
teacher. In addition to the points of similarity noted, all of which 
I have previously treated briefly, may be noticed the Moslem idea 
of the Kaf mountain, and of the trees of Heaven and Hell, which 
»ppe:w to be of Persian origin, and several other such comparisons. 
But it should not be forgotten that the Persians came under 
Semitic influence in Babylonia, and borrowed many ideas from 
their conquered subjects. I believe the word daena £or "religion '1 

is one of these borrowings; and the Pehlevi dialect is full of 
borrowed Aramaic words 'for religious ideas. It should also be 
noticep. that the similarities to Persian dogmas are found, not in 
t.he Koran itself, but in the Moslem traditions after the conquest 
of Persia. On the other hand many Talmudic ideas, and notably 
those which refer to the soul hovering near the grave, appear to 
be of purely Persian origin. In justice to the great Arab genius, 
whose wild imagination-full of thoughts of the Day of Judgment 
and of Hell-was expressed in rude poetry, often magnificent in 
the original, it should be remembered that most of the absurd 
legends concerning him are the fancies of later writers, and not 
found in the KorAn. I doubt myself if the Koran, as we have 
it, is to be solely ascribed to Muhammad. Finally, the Aramaic 
forms of its dialect are, I think, more probably due to I.he charac
ter of the Koreish vernacular, than to any borrowing from books. 
Similar forms occur in the dialect of Hadramaut long before the 
time of Muhammad. 
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NOTE BY THE AUTHOR, IN REPLY. 

It would take too long to answer Major Conder's remarks at all 
fully, He must pardon me if I hesitate to contradict Arabic 
hil'ltorians when they hand down genuine traditions of pre-Islamic 
worship and religion. Our knowledge of the inscriptions of Arabia 
is hardly sufficient t6 warrant, us in doing so. Nor are many 
inscriptions found in that part of Arabia in which Muhammadanism 
had its origin. Yaman and Hadramaut are of course entirely out 
of court in this matter, I am, however, thankfa.l for the informa
tion contained in Major Conder's note. 

The differences between the views expressed by Major Conder 
and iny own are rather in details than in actual facts. I have 
in my paper stated that Polytheism existed in Arabia before 
Muhammad's time, and that it was introduced (according to 
Arabic writers) from Syria. The inscriptions quoted by Major 
Conder prove this as far as the Najd, etc., are concerned. The 
forms he quotes, e.g., ""'t.n.nl' and ,,r.:i"tV',, are distinctly Aramaic, 
and.not Arabic. Sin l.,"tV' is Accadian. This shows that Polytheism, 
as far as the inscriptions he refers to are taken as authorities in 
the matter, was not of native origin, but was introduced from other 
countries. I do not agree with Major Conder's derivation of 

~or~ from J~ = ~N:ll"T = ~P,~Q. His quotation of 

i,N and l"T~N from the monuments, though the forms are not 
Arabic, tends to prove the accuracy of my suggestion that 'Op,mf>. 

,,,,.,,, ,,,, .P'Gi :J. ..,, 'iii ;t. 

and 'AXiXJT were £or J W ill I and ..:.,)\.) I respectively. I do not 

feel certain about the 'Opo part of the former word, but it must, I 
.P'Gi~ s:. 

fancy, represent either .u\l I or J?. I . 
' ,i. 

I am glad to find my views of the indebtedness of Islam to 
Zoroastrianism supported by Major Conder, though he is correct 
in his supposition that I am not acquainted with those of his works 
that he mentions. Had I known them I should have quoted them 
in my notes. I cannot, however, agree with him in his doubts 
about the authenticity and geuuineness of the Qur'an. l have 
already in my answer to Dr. Krelle replied to Major Conder's 
suggested derivation of daena. Although the Pahlavi language, 
as he rightly says, contains very many Semitic words, yet the 
Avestic tongue contains hardly one, if even a single one, that can 
with any probability be derived from any Semitic stock. 




